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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE

M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co., 20, Round Tank Lane, Shantiniketan

Apartment, Howrah, West Bengal - 7Ll 101 having IEC 214032841 (hereinafter

referred to as 'Baba Baidnath' or BBTC' for the sake of brevity) and M/s. Big Bull
Trader Private Limited, Shantiniketan Apartment, 20, Round Tank Lane, Howrah,

West Bengal - 771 101 having[EC-O217503608 (hereinafter referred to as 'Big Bull'
or 'BBTPL' for the sake of brevity), are engaged in import of e-scooters/e-bikes in CKD

condition by declaring the imported goods as parts and components of e-scooters/ e-

bikes and classifying the same under Chapter Tariff Heading 8714 of Custom Tariff

Act, 1975. The said goods appeared to be classified under CTH 8711 attracting duty

@ 5O%o ad-valorem, as per Rule 2(al of General Rules of interpretation for Import Tariff.

2. As per ex€rmination order of the imported goods grven by the Faceless

Assessment Group of Customs (FAG), the consignment imported by the importer

Baba Baidhnath under Bill of Entry (tsoE'in short) No. 6093409 dated Ol.LL.2O2l

Iiled at ICD Khodiyar, Customs Ahmedabad was examined on L2.11.2O21 in the

presence of Government Approved Chartered Engineer, Shri Bhasker G. Bhatt,

wherein, it was found that the goods were declared as parts of E-Bike, however the

goods/parts were in CKD form and if assembled make almost complete E-bike.

However, as per policy Condition 2(d) of Chapter 87, the import of new vehicles shall

be permitted only through the Customs port at Nhava Sheva, Kolkata, Chennai and

Chennai Airport, Cochin, ICD-Tughlakabad and Delhi Air Cargo, Mumbai Port and

Mumbai Air Cargo Complex, ICD Talegaon Pune. It has been observed that Baba

Baidhnath had suppressed complete details of the goods covered in the Bill of Entry

with an intention to evade payment of appropriate Customs Duty leviable and also

contravened port restriction policy in terms of Chapter notes to chapter 87 of ITC (HS)

of FTP 2Q15-2020.

3. The Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer who examined/verified the said goods

imported by Baba Baidhnath vide BoE No. 6093409 dated OL / 17 /2021 vide detailed

report having Ref. No. BB/CUS/K-LI/2LIBBTC dated l1lLL/2021 stated that the

goods imported were in completely knocked down (CKD) condition and suitable to

produce E-Bike up to 85% of the entire vehicle except few items i.e., battery and tyre.

4. The consignment imported by the importer Baba Baidhnath under BoE No.

6093409 was re-examined under panchnama dated 17.LL.2O2L in the presence of

independent panch witnesses, Shri Hiralal Solanki, Representative and H-Card

holder of Customs Broker (CHA), M/s. Benchmark Shipping & l,ogistics and Shri

Tarurt Amin, Senior Executive, Warehouse In-charge of CONCOR and found that the

quantity of goods taltied as declared in the Bill of Entr5r, Commercial Invoice and

Packing List. In view of suppression of details of the goods and contravention of port
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restriction policy, the goods imported under BoE No. 6093409 dated OL.lL.2021 was

placed under detention on a reasonable belief that the same are liable for confiscation

under the provisions of Section 111 of the Customs Act, L962 (hereinafter referred to

as 'the Act').

5. As per the examination order issued by the Faceless Assessment Group of

Customs (FAG), the consignment imported by the importer Big Bull under BoE No.

6L2O723 dated 03.11 .2O2L at ICD Khodiyar, Customs Ahmedabad was examined on

L7.LL.2O2L,22.L1.2O21 and 23.LL.2O2I in the presence of the Govt. Approved

Chartered Engineer, Shri Bhasker G. Bhatt.

6. The Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer who examined/verified the said goods

imported by Big Bull under BoE No. 6120723 dated 03l ll /2021 vide detailed report

having Ref. No. BB/CUS/K-LL-23 to 25/21IBBTC & BBTPL dated. 26.1L.2O2L had

stated that the goods imported were in completely knocked down (CKD) condition and

suitable to assemble E-Bike up to 80% of the entire vehicle except few items i.e.,

battery and tyre. The Chartered Engineer further opined that "The part of the contents

of tlrc B/L No.TSHA5634838 dated 24.09.2021 is mainlg 465 nos. of chassis frames
Imported bg Big Bull Trader Put. Ltd. & Baba Baidhnathhas imported 465 + 25 motors

uthich are main components of the E scooter, additional major items of body, parts,

controller, Conuertor, stands, speedometers etc., were also obserued as a set to
155+310 sefs imported bg these tuto consignments".

7. The consignments imported by the importer Baba Baidhnath under BoE No.

6093409 dated 01.11.2O2I and the goods imported by the importer Big Bull under

BoE No. 6L2O723 dated 03.11.2021 filed at ICD Khodiyar, were re-examined on

29.71.2O2L under panchnama dated 29.11.202I in the presence of independent

panch witnesses, Shri Hiralal, Solanki, representative and H-Card holder of Customs

Broker (CHA) M/s. Benchmark Shipping & Logistics and Shri Tarun Amin, Senior

Executive, Warehouse In-charge of CONCOR. During Panchnama proceedings the

Customs officers informed the panch witnesses that the importer Baba Baidhnath

filed the BoE No. 6093409 & the importer M/s. Big Bull had f,rled the BoE No.6120723

through their Customs House Agent, M/s. Benchmark Shipping & Logistics as per

packing list and Commercial Invoices; that the BoEs were showing the description of

imported goods as "various E-Bike spare parts' classified under CTH 87147090. The

assessable value of both the consignments as per Bills of Entry combined together

was shown as (49655+46697= 96352 USD). The officer further informed the Panch

witnesses that Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw was proprietor of the firm Baba Baidhnath

and one of the Directors in Big Bull and both the firms were registered at the same

premises. The goods imported vide BoE No. 6093409 were detained at Warehouse,

ICD Khodiyar vide Panchnama dated 17.ll.2o2l. The officers explained the Panch

witnesses that as evident from the Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer's report that
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the importers had imported E-Bike in CKD condition and therefore classifiable under

CTH 8711 and the said E-Bike in CKD condition cannot be imported at ICD Khodiyar

in terms of port restriction policy as per the Chapter notes to chapter 87 of ITC (HS)

of FTP 2Ol5-2O20. Therefore, as per the provisions of Customs Act, 1962, the goods

imported under the BoE No. 6093409 and BoE 6120723 were placed under seizure

on the reasonable belief that the goods are liable for confiscation under the provisions

of Section 1 1 1 of the Customs Act, 1962, under Panchnama dated 29.LL.2O2L.

8. It was observed from the said BoEs that both the importers had imported all

the major parts required to make complete e-scooters/e-bikes from China and paid

import duty on the same by classifying them as parts under chapter heading 87L4.

However, Rule 2(a) of General Rules of Interpretation for Import Ta-riff reads as, "Any

reference in a heading to an article shall be taken to include a reference to that article

incomplete or unfinished, provided that, as presented, the incomplete or unfinished

articles has the essential character of the complete or finished article. It shall also be

taken to include a reference to that article complete or finished (or falling to be

classified as complete or finished by virtue of this rule), presented unassembled or

disassembled". Therefore, the said goods imported by both the importers appeared to

be a complete e-scooter/e-bike in CKD condition, which appeared to be classifiable

under Chapter Heading 87LL.

9. Therefore, the goods imported under BoE No. 6093409- 01.11.2021 by Baba

Baidhnath having Assessable Va-lue of Rs. 44,10,567 /- and BoE No. 6120723 dated

03 / ll /2021 by Big Bull having Assessable Value of Rs.48,30,505/- - were seized vide

Panchnama dated 29.L1.2O21. Subsequently, two Seizure Memo from F.No. Vllll43-
Os/ICD/Prev/2O18 dated 29.LL.2O2L and addendum dated 17.L2.2O21 were issued

on a reasonable belief that the goods are liable for confiscation under the provisions

of Customs Act, 1962.

10. In furtherzr.nce of inquiry, a search was conducted at the assembling plant of

Big Bull situated at Block No 179, Laxmipura, Nandasan, Ta-Kadi, Mehsana, on

14.12.2021. During the search proceedings, Shri Shahallaz. Pathan, Sales Manager

reveal that Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Shri Deepak Gupta and Ms. Manju Gupta are

the Directors of M/s. Big Bull Trading Rrt.Ltd.; that Shri Rajesh Ojha handles the

work related to marketing, procurement and sales related to Big Bull and also looking

after the work related to M/s. Amwa Moto LLP (LLPIN); that initially the chassis is

being fixed with the controller followed by anti-theft alarm. Thereafter, the wiring

harness, shockers and convertors are fixed with this set. Thereafter, the corn set

along with steering is being fixed followed by stick of disk-brake, master and meter

with its plastic covering. After that the Wires and battery are being fixed followed by

horn, indicators, headlight/backlight and other accessories; that all parts except

Tyre, Battery, Battery Charger and its FRP cover are being imported by M/s. Big Bull
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Trading Rrt. Ltd.; that the parts viz. T\re, Battery, Battery Charger and its FRP cover

are procured from domestic market by M/s. BBTPL; that E-bikes

manufactured/assembled in the said premises are being marketed and sold in the

brand name "Prakriti - ESPA"; that they carry out the work relating to

manufacturing/assembling of e-bikes, thereafter they sell it to their dealers as per

their orders; that they receive almost all the parts of e-bikes imported by Big Bull and

only T)nes, Battery along with Battery Charger and its cover are purchased locally on

the directions of Big Bull. He further stated that E:way bitl and invoices are sent from

Big Bull on his whatsapp, pursuant to which he takes out the print of the said E-way

Bill and invoices for transportation purpose. As per the details of manufacturing

process seen in the shed of the said premises, the flow-chart of step-wise

manufacturing /assembling (fixing of parts from chassis to complete vehicle) of E-

bikes prepared was as below:

Chassis => Controller => Anti-Theft Alarm => Convertor => Horn =>Harness => Front

Shocker => Rear Shocker => Meter => Disc Brake =>Rear Brake along with wiring =>

Tyre => Motor => Plastic parts (including head lights, indicators, back light, side

stand) => Accessories => Parking => Delivery to Dealers.

Investigation in the matter was extended and Statements of the below mentioned

persons were recorded.

11. Statement of Shri Zala Jarnendrasinh Dipsingh, Sr. Technician of Big Bull was

recorded on 14.12.2022 under Section 108 of Customs Act, L962, wherein he interalia

stated that as a Sr. Technician, he was looking after the work of assembly of e-bikes

in M/s. BBTPL; that in this company, they make ESPA Model of Prakriti Brand ebike;

tl:at they use 48V and 6OV batteries and 250 Watts capacity motor in their e-bikes.

For assembly of e-bikes, they use imported parts viz., chassis, controller, anti-theft

alarm, wiring harness, shockers, convertors, corn set, steering, stick of disc-brake.,

master, meter with its plastic covering, horn, indicators, headlight/ backlight, side

stand, main stand etc.; that the other parts viz., t5rres, battery, are procured locally

by them. They procure t5rres, batteries etc on the direction of Shri Rajesh Ojha,

Marketing Manager of M/s. BBTPL, West Bengal. The invoices and E-way bills are

prepared from the office of M/s. BBTPL, West Bengal; that they send order details to

them and M/s. BBTPL send invoices and E-way bills on his whatsapp number or the

whatsapp number of Shri Shahanvaz Pathan, their Sales Manager. Then they take

the printout of the same and give it to driver for transportation purpose.

L2. Shri Rajesh Ojha, Partner of M/s AMWA Motor LLP was recorded on

04.01 .2023 under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962, wherein he interalia stated that

he is a partner in M/s AMWA Motor LLP which is engaged in marketing business of

e-bikes, e-rickshaw etc. for Big Bull. M/s AMWA Motor LLP does the marketing of E-

bikes for Big Bull, where subsidy is not given by the Govt.; that where subsidy is given
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by the Govt., Big Bull directly sell the e-bikes to the customer. They are doing

marketing for M/s BBTPL, West Bengal. M/s AMWA Motor LLP is also registered in
West Bengal at 7/1, Mahiskpur Road, B Zone Durgapur Municipal Corporation,

Durgapur Steel Town East, Bardhaman, West Bengal-713205. M/s BBTC, West

Bengal is engaged in the business of imports of e-bike spares and thereafter supplied

the said e-bikes spares to M/s BBTPL, West Bengal and others. M/s AMWA Motor

LLP is purely in marketing business and did not procure any e-bike parts for BBTPL

West Bengal and M/s BBTC, West Bengal. Shri Deepak Gupta, Director of Big Bull

looked after the work of import procurement of e-bike parts.

13.1 Statement of Shri Dipak Gupta, Director of Big Bull was recorded on

07.01 .2022 under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962, wherein he interalia stated that

Big Bull is engaged in manufacturing by way of assembling of e-rickshaw, e-bike, and

e-loader in West Bengal; that other Directors in Big Bull are Smt. Manju Gupta, Smt.

Soma Shaw and Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw. They have two establishments, one is

situated at Shantiniketan Apartment, 20, Round Tank Lane, Mullick, Howrah, West

Bengal and other is at Block No. 179, La><rripura, Nandasan, Ta-Kadi, Gujarat. They

purchased the company Big Bull in the year 2016 in West Bengal; that their

manufacturing plant was at Alampur, West Bengal and office is at Shantiniketan

Apartment, 20, Round, Tank Lane, Mullick, Howrah, West Bengal. In Mehsana,

Gujarat, they started their operations of manufacturing by way of assembling of e-

bikes only under the brand narne 'Prakriti ESPA" from October'2021. In West Bengal,

they manufacture e-rickshaw and e-loader under the brand. Shri Deepak Kumar

Shaw is Proprietor in M/s BBTC which is engaged in the business of import of spare

parts of e-rickshaw, e-bike and e-loader. He was shown panchnama dated 14.I2.2O2L

drawn at Block No. 79, Laxmipura, Nandasan, Ta-Kadi, Gujarat and statement dated

14.12.2021 of Shri Zala Jainendrasinh Dipsinh. He had agreed ttre contents

mentioned therein except the process mentioned in Answer No. 4 & 6 of the said

statement. He was asked as to what he wanted to say witJr regard to the reply to

Question No. 4 "Please explain the actiuitg canied out bg M/ s. BBTPLT at Block No.

179, Laxmipura, Nandasan, Ta-Kadi, Gujarat" of the statement dated L4lL2/2021 of

Shri Zala Jainendrasinh Dipsinh. In this regard, he stated that M/s BBTPL

manufacture ICAT approved eleckic scootywith 30% to 4OYo imported goods and60%o

to TOoh by local purchase with expertise of cutting, drilling, wiring, fixing mother

board to complete the vehicle with the help of specialized technician. He was asked

as to what he wanted to say with regard to the reply to Question No. 6 "Please explain

about the products/ parts used for assembly of e-bikes in this compang" of the

statement dated L4.12.2O21 of Shri Zda Jarnendrasinh Dipsinh, he stated that to

manufacture e-bikes, they use imported spare parts and spare parts procured locally.

He stated that the main parts imported by them for manufacturing of e-bikes are
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Chassis, Motor, Controller, shocker, steering, wiring harness, anti-theft alarm, stick

of disk brake, side stand, main stand etc. They procure spare parts viz. Motor,

controller, front body, side body, throttle, buzzer, valve, back wiser, real wheel mud

flap, battery connector, frame fender, hook etc. from local market. Beside this, 'l)rre,

battery, battery cover, charger etc. were also procured locally; that they procure spare

parts from M/s l-power, M/s Newron, M/s Ruchira, M/s Drone power, M/s Ralco,

M/s Hydro Design Management, M/s Ceat and M/s Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. etc.

He stated that they purchase battery, charger from M/s l-power, M/s Neuron, M/s

Ruchira, M/s Drone power, M/s Hydro Design Management. They purchase FRP

cover from M/s Creative Engineering and Fibre Glass. They purchase PR-50 Valve

from M/s SR Patel E-bike. They purchase testing machine & Charger from M/s Akash

Indchi Import & Export Company. They purchase tyre from M/s Ralco and M/s Ceat

Ltd. They purchase e-scoot5r parts from Baba Baidhnath.

13.2 He was asked to explain the process of manufacturing of e-bikes, he stated that

first of all, tJ,ey assemble chassis frame with clamp couplers then mount controller

board and put in swing arm with square rod, then they attach steering, main stand,

then side stand. Then they assemble wiring harness, meter, indicator, head light,

anti-theft alarm, disk brake, battery cover, battery etc. thereafter, they fix tyre and

battery as per the requirement of customer. Tyre, battery, main wire, battery cover,

FRP box were procured locally by them. He was asked regarding the Capital goods

installed for assembling of e-bikes, he stated that they use Air compressor, pneumatic

line, impact wrench, circular saw, hand grinder, Vernier caliper, drill machine and

tyre fixing machine etc.; that they have taken approval of Prototype from ICAT; that

they submit protogpe vehicle along with all the required documents i.e., KYC

documents & World Manufacturing Identification Number (WMI) and Govt. fees. He

further stated that for WMI approval, they need to submit company KYC along with

Govt. fees to BIS. When they get WMI number, they can get approval of Protot5pe

from ICAT.

13.3 He was shown Bill of Lading No.TSHA5634838 dated 24.09.2021 based on

which BoE No.6120723-03.11.2021 was frled by M/s BBTPL wherein the shipper M/s

Wuxi Tenghui Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd, China had supplied e-scooter parts declaring

HS code as 87119091 attracting higher BCD. He was asked as to why they declared

the said imported goods under chapter 87L41090 at lower BCD by classifying the

said goods as spare parts of e-bike. He stated that their firm M/s BBTPL had imported

the said goods by classifying under Custom Tariff Code 87L41090 attracting 15%

BCD instead of 871L9O91 as declared in the Bill of Lading.

He was shown Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer's Valuation Report No. BB/CUS/

K-ll-23TO 25/21/BBTC & BBTPL dated 26.L1.2O2L, wherein he had opined that "it

is around 80% of the entire vehicle is imported (baring battery and tyres) in completely
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knocked down condition; so it is to be viewed in context of the vehicle onl/. However,

he was not in the agreement of the said Valuation Report. They manufacture e-bike

under the brand narne of "Prikriti ESPA". In case of vehicle deployed with Lithium

Battery, the price of vehicle will be more as compared to LED battery.

L4.L Statement of Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor of M/s. Baba Baidhnath

was recorded on 18.01 .2022 under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962, wherein, he

inter alia stated that M/s BBTC is a proprietorship concern in West Bengal since

2OI4 and engaged in the trading of spare parts and battery of e-vehicles i.e. E-

rickshaw, e-bike and e-loader. M/s BBTC has its office at 20, Round Tank Lane,

Opposite Shibpur Telephone Exchange, Howrah, West Bengal. Besides proprietor in

M/s Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. (BBTC), he is also a Director in M/s Big Bull

wherein his wife Smt. Soma Shaw is also one of Director. They import spare parts,

battery etc. of e-vehicle from China on getting orders and also purchase from local in

case of urgency. They mainly import at Kolkata port of Customs. They imported spare

parts of e-vehicles at ICD Khodiyar only for M/s Big Bull Trader h/t. Ltd. M/s BBTPL

is their only customer for spare parts of e-bike. They have not sold any spare part of

e-bike except to M/s BBTPL. He, as a Director of M/s BBTPL, looked after the work

of labor and manpower. Manufacturing and Sales related work was being looked after

in M/s BBTPL by Shri Dipak Gupta. They import spare parts of e-bike from M/s.

Wuxi Tenghui Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd., 8 Xingfu Road, Zhan$ing Industrial Park,

Xibei Town, Hishan District, Wuxi City, China. There was no agreement between the

supplier of spare parts of e-bike and them. They have imported all the spare parts of

e-bike and have not made any local purchase of spare parts of e-bike.

L4.2 He was shown Bill of Lading No. UB21090870A dated 2O.O9.2O21 on which

BoE No. 6537603 dated 04/1212021 was filed by M/s BBTC wherein the shipper M/s

Wuxi Tenghui Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd, China has supplied e-scooter parts declaring

the HS code as 87119091 attracting higher BCD. He was asked as to why they

declared the said imported goods under chapter 87L41090 at lower BCD by

classifying the said goods as spare parts of e-bike. In this regard, he stated that their

firm M/s. BBTC has imported the said goods by classifyrng under Custom Tariff code

87141090 as per the description "e-scooty spare parts" mentioned in said Bill of

Lading. He was shown the Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer's Valuation Report No.

BB/CUS/K-I1-23 TO 25/21IBBTC & BBTPL dated 26.11.202I, wherein he had

opined that "it is around 80% of the entire uehicle is imported (baing battery and tgres)

in completely knocked doun condition; so if is to be uieued in context of the uehicle

only". However, he was not in the agreement of the said Valuation Report.

15.1 M/s BBTC and M/s BBTPL vide their letter dated LO.12.2O21 had conveyed

that they did not agree with the Chartered Engineer report and were not satisfied with

his opinion and requested to re-inspect the consignment with another Chartered
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Engineer. In view of the request, re-inspection of the goods imported under BoE No.

6093409 by M/s. BBTC and the goods imported under Bill of Entry No.6120723 by

M/s. BBTPL (seized under Seizure Memo dated 29.ll.202ll was conducted by

arrother Govt. Chartered Engineer, Shri Vitthal Patel of Ml s. Vitthal & Associates on

21.OL.2O22 under Panchnama proceedings dated 2I.O1.2O22 in presence of,,two

independent Panch witnesses, Shri Hiralal Solanki, representative and H-Card holder

of Customs Broker (CHA), M/s. Benchmark Shipping & Logistics and Shri Kishore

Kumar Peyyila, Senior Assistant (Warehouse), CONCOR.

15.2 The Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer after a combined examination of both

the consignment imported under BoE No. 6093409 dated 01.11 .2021by M/s. BBTC

and the goods imported under BoE No. 6120723 dt 03.1L.2O21 by M/s. BBTPL in his

report issued from Reference No. CUS PREVENTIVE AHM/BBTC & BBTPI

O2.O2.2O221 OL dated O2.O2.2O22 has also opined that entire lot of engineering goods

imported are new in good condition usable for assembling the appropriate model of

E-Bike Vehicle; that as referred in various assessment check, it reveals that combine

imported engineering goods complete the E-bike leaving battery and tyre.

16.1. The examination of the goods subsequently imported by M/s. BBTC under

other BoE No.65376O3 dated 04.12.2021 and the goods imported by M/s. BBTPL

under artother BoE No. 6123033 dated 03.11 .2021were conducted by the officers of

Customs Preventive, Ahmedabad on 23.02.2022 at ICD Khodiyar under panchnama

proceedings. During the examination of the said goods, it was observed that the said

imported goods combined appeared to be in CKD condition meant for assembling of

e-bikes. Accordingly, ttre Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer was called during the

examination proceedings. The Govt. Approved Charted Engineer examined the

subject goods and opined vide his report Ref No. BB/CUSIB-23/22{BBTC & BBTPL

dated 25.04.2022 that the items imported under BoE No. 6537603 by M/s. BBTC

and the items imported under BoE 6123033 by M/s. BBTPL is completely knock down

condition of E-bike upto 85% of entire vehicle by both the bills of entry issued in two

different importer name but they have common office address.

16.2. Further, during tfre examination, it was observed that the quantity of the goods

imported under BoE No. 6537603 dated 04.12.2021 by M/s. BBTC did not tally with
the physical quantity declared in the import documents i.e., the BoE, Invoice &

Packing List and it was observed that certain additional goods (not declared in Import

document) were found during the examination. The representative of CHA and the

representative of importer failed to explain the reasons for the discrepancies found in
tJre quantity of the imported goods. As regards the goods imported under BoE No.

6123033 by M/s. BBTPL, it was found as per the import documents.

16.3. Therefore, on the reasonable belief that the importers irz., Mf s. BBTC and M/s.
BBTPL had imported the parts and components of e-bike by mis-declaring and mis-
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classification the said goods under CTH 8714, instead of correct CTH 871 1 meant for

e-bike and for the reason of port restriction of said imported goods, the subject goods

imported under BoE No. 6537603 by M/s. BBTC and the goods imported under Bill

of Entry 6123033 by M/s. BBTPL were seized on23.02.2022. Thereafter, the said

seized goods were handed over to CONCOR under Supratnama dated 231O2/2O22.

Subsequently Seizure Memo was issued on 28/02/2022 under the provisions of

Customs Act, 1962.

L7. In order to seek the clarification with respect to the discrepancies found in the

quantity declared in the BoE No. 6537603 dated 04.12.2021 filed by M/s. BBTC, a

summons was issued to Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor of M/s. BBTC and his

further statement was recorded on 02.03.2022 under Section 108 of Customs Act,

1962. He was asked about the payment made to their supplier for the goods found

in shortage/excess vis-a-vis goods imported under BoE No. 6537603, he stated that

they would adjust the excess/less payment in the next consignment/transfer. He

produced copy of Proforma Invoice and payment remittance of the imports made by

them. He was asked about the unit cost of the goods found in excess (non-ordered

parts) from the goods declared in tJle BoE No. 6537603 dated O4.I2.2O21, he

submitted the email correspondence received from their exporter/supplier. The

overseas supplier provided the unit price of the excess (non-ordered) parts send by

mistake. The tota-l value of the non-ordered parts was calculated as 1489 USD.

Investigation revealed that they imported spare parts of e-vehicles at ICD Khodiyar

only for M/s Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. M/s BBTPL was their only customer for spare

parts of e-bike. They had not sold any spare part of e-bike except to M/s BBTPL.

18. M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL vide letters dated Nil had requested for

provisional release of the goods imported under the below mentioned BoEs shown

against each consignment examined under Panchnarna dated 29.1L.2O2L and

23.O2.2022:

Sr.
No.

Name of
the Importer

Bill of
Entry No.

Date Assessable
Value (In Rs.)

01 M/s. BBTC 6093409 01.11 .202L 44,LO,567 /-
o2 M/S.BBTPL 6t20723 03.11 .202L 49,30,506 / -

o3 M/s.BBTPL 6 123033 03.11 .2021 35,24,7OO / -

o4 M/s. BBTC 6537603 04.t2.202L 37 ,66,006 / -

18.1. In view of the request made by M/s. BBTC & M/s. BBTPL, the competent

authority allowed the provisional release of the goods imported under Bills of Entry

mentioned at S1. No. 01 to O3 against Bond and Bank Guarantee as detailed below:

Sr,
No

Name of Bill of
Entry

Date Assessable
Value

BondValue
(1OO%of

Bank
Guarantee
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the
Importer

No (ln Rs.) Assessable
Va-lue) (ln Rs.)

(2Sohof
Assessable
Value) (ln
Rs)

01 M/s.BBTC 6093409 01. 1 1 .202r 44,1O,567 /- 44.tO,567 l- 11,02,6421-

o2 M/s.
BBTPL

6120723 03.11 .202r 48,30,5061 - 48,30,506/- 12,o7,627 l-'

03 M/s.
BBTPL

6 123033 03.11 .2021 35,24,7OO/- 35,24,7OO/- 8,81,175/-

1A.2. As regards the goods imported under BoE No. 6537603 dated 04 / 12l2O2l, the

physical quantity of goods did not tally with the goods declared in the import

documents. Accordingly, statement of Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor of M/s.

BBTC was recorded under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962 to ascertain the reasons

for the discrepancy found in the quantity of the subject Bill of Entry.

18.3. Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor of M/s. BBTC in his statement

interalia, stated that after receiving the copy of panchnama dated, 23/02/2022 they

have contacted their exporter/supplier on the phone about the said discrepancy of

quantity of goods and in response to that the exporter informed them that they

(exporter) had made a mistake in exporting/loading the goods. Shri Deepak Kumar

Shaw further stated that they had made the payment to their supplier on 04.12.2O2L

against import of goods under BoE No. 6537603 dated O4lL2/2O21. He had also

submitted the copy of tJle payment remittance.

18.4. M/s. BBTC has further submitted the explanation forwarded by their

overseas supplier (through email) regarding discrepancies, wherein it has been

informed tJ at due to some mistake happened at their loading department, the said

mismatch happened. For the non-ordered parts, the supplier clarified that the same

were loaded in container by mistake, as the responsible person of exporter was unwell

and was not able to attend loading on that day. Further, the overseas supplier

provided the unit price of the non-ordered parts send by mistake. The total value of

the non-ordered parts was calculated as 1489 USD. The supplier also mentioned that

they will adjust the excess/short payment in future orders after confirmation from

their finance department.

18.5. Since, certain undeclared goods were found during the examination of

goods imported under BoE No. 6537603 dated 04/12/2O2L; the total assessable

value of the said goods was required to be re-calculated. Accordingly, the total

Assessable Va1ue of the goods imported under BoE No. 6537603 dated 04 /I2/2O21
was arrived by adding the differential value of undeclared goods (i.e. 1489 USD) with

the declared Assessable Value of goods of the subject Bill of Entry $.e. a9618 USD),

which had already been remitted to the supplier. The total re-calculated Assessable
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Value comes to 51 1O7 USD (49618 USD + 1489 USD), which was equivalent to Indian

Rs. 38,79,O2L l-.
18.6 The competent authority after considering the above facts allowed the

provisional release of the goods imported under Bills of Entry No. 6537603 dated

04/l2l2o2l by M/s. BBTC against Bond and Bank Guarantee as detailed below:

Further, it appeared from the above consignments that the overseas supplier

of both the importers viz., M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL was the sarne i.e., M/s. Wuxi

Tenghul Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd., No. 8, Xingfu Road, Z}:.angtring Industrial Park,

Xibei Town, Xishan Dist Wuxi, Jiangsu, China-214000 and it also appeared that the

importers had placed the order to the common supplier to export the goods/E-Bike

in CKD form in the name of two exporters. Further, it appeared that the E-

scooter/E-bike was imported in CKD form by declaring as the parts of E-scooter/E-

bike in narne of two importers deliberately to deceive the customs authorities in a
fraudulent manner.

19. In view of the above facts, it appeared that the E-scooters/E-bikes in CKD

form imported by both the importers M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC, have been mis-

declared as "E-Scooter Spare Parts" and mis-classified as parts of e-bike/e-scooter

under CTH 8714. However, as per the example given in the HSN explanatory notes,

even if the bike is imported without fitted with the uheels or tyres and battery is

classifiable as the corresponding complete or finished uehicle prouided it has t?rc

essential character of the E-bike/ E-scooter, within the ambit of Rule 2(al of General

Rules for Interpretation of Import Tariff.

2O.L. It thus appeared that the classification of the goods under the Customs

tariff head (CTH) 87L4 claimed by M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC was required to be

rejected and the said goods as detailed in Bills of Entry filed by both the importers

were required to be correctly re-classified under Customs Tariff Heading 87LL6O2O

and charged to duties accordingly. Therefore, the Customs Duty amounting to Rs.

11,44,301/- appeared liable to be recovered from M/s.BBTPL and the Customs

Duty amounting to Rs. 16,23,592/- is liable to be recovered from M/s. BBTC by

invoking the extended period of five years as per Section 28 (4)'of the Customs Act,

1962, in as much as the duty is short paid on account of misdeclaration, mis

classilication and wilful mis-statement as narrated above. Further the interest at

the prescribed rate was also liable to be recovered from them in terms of Section 28

Sr.
No.

Name of
the

Importer
(M/s.)

Bill of
Entry

No.

Bill of Entry
Date

Assessable
Value

Bond Value
(100% of

Assessable
Value)
(In INR)

Bank
Guarantee

(25% of
Assessable

Value)
(In INR)

01 BBTC 6537603 04/12/2O2r 38,79,O2L /- 38,79,O2L l- 9,69,7551-
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AA of Customs Act, L962. Also, the importers M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC had

rendered themselves liable to penalty under Section ll4L of the Customs Act, L962.

2O.2. It further appeared that the goods i.e., E-Bikes /E-Scooters in CKD form'

as detailed in the Bills of Entry frled by both the importers were imported by

resorting to mis-declaration and mis-classification by way of wilfull mis-statement

in the Bills of Entry filed under Section 46 of the Customs Act, L962, before the

designated authority of Customs. The goods having assessable Value of Rs.

82,89,588/- as detailed in Bills of Entry filed by M/s. BBTC and goods having

assessable Value of Rs. 83,55,206/- as detailed in Bills of Entry frled by M/s. BBTPL,

appears liable to confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(d) and 111(m) of

the Customs Act, 1962.

2O.3. Further, on account of their above said acts of omission and commission,

which have rendered the goods liable to confiscation under Section 111 (d) and 111

(m) of the Customs Act, 1962, M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC, were also liable for

penalty under section lL2 (al and (b) of the Customs Act, L962 and Section 114AA

of the Customs Act, L962.

2L. It further appeared that Shri Dipak Gupta, Director of M/s. BBTPL by his

acts of omission and commission as stated herein above in preceedings paras as

detailed in said SCN had rendered the goods imported under Bills of Entry

mentioned in Table-1 above liable for confiscation under Section 111 (d) and Section

111 (m) of the Customs Act, L962 and consequenfly, he appeared to had rendered

himself liable for penalty under Section ll2(al and 1 12 (b) of the Customs Act, 1962

and Section 114AA of tJ:e Customs Act, 1962. It Further appeared that by his acts

of omission and commission, Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw one of the directors of M/s.

BBTPL and Proprietor of M/s. BBTC had rendered the goods imported under Bills

of Entry mentioned in Table-l above liable for confiscation under Section 111 (d)

and Section 111 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962 as discussed herein above in

preceedings paras as detailed in said SCN. Therefore, Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw

appeared to had rendered himself liable for penalty under Section LL2(al and 112

(b) of the Customs Act, L962 andfor Section 114A and Section 114AA of the

Customs Act, L962.

22. Accordingly, vide Show Cause Notice bearing No.

CUS/SIIB/INT/I99/2O21- Prev. dated 29.04.2022 (herein after referred to as "the

said SCN") issued by the Additional Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad, Shri

Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor of M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co., 20, Round

Tank Lane, Shantiniketan Apartment, Howrah, West Bengal-711101 (holding IEC-

O2L4O32841) was called upon to show cause to the Additional Commissioner of

Customs, Ahmedabad as to why:-
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i. The goods imported vide Bills of Entry No. 6093409 dated OL lIl /2OI1 and

Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated O4|I2/2O2L through ICD Khodiyar,

Customs Ahmedabad should not be re-classified under Customs Tariff

Heading 87|L6O2O of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and

Customs Duty amount payable be re-assessed and determined at Rs.

52,OL,717 / - accordingly;

ii. The goods imported valued at Rs. 82,89,588/- as detailed in Table-1 above

which have been seized vide Seizure Memo dated 29/Lll2O21 and

2810212022 should not be held liable for confiscation under the provisions

of Section 111 (d) and (m) of the Customs Act, 1962;

iii. The Customs Duty amount of Rs. 35,78,125/- already paid by them should

not be appropriated against the Customs Duty liability shown at S1. No. (i)

above.

iv. Differentia-l Customs Duty amounting to Rs. L6,23,592/- (Rupees Sixteen

Lakhs Twenty-Three Thousand Five Hundred Ninety-Two Only), on the

imported goods valued at Rs. 82,89,588f -, covered under the Bill of Entry

No. 6093409 dated Ol/lL/2OLl and Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated

O4ll2l2o2l, should not be demanded and recovered from him under

Section 28(4l.of the Customs Act, 1962.

v. Interest should not be recovered from him on the said Customs duty, as at

S1. No. (iv) above, under Section 28 AA of the Customs Act, L962.

vi. Penalty should not be imposed on him under the provisions of Section 114A

ll12 of the Customs Act, 1962 for his acts of commission and omission

discussed hereinabove.

vii. Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 114AA of the Customs

Act, L962.

viii. Bank Guarantees and Bonds executed at the time of provisional release of

seized goods should not be encashed and enforced respectively.

23. Further, vide Show Cause Notice bearing No. CUS/SIIB/INT/ 19912021- Prev.

dated 29.O4.2022 (herein after referred to as "the said SCN") issued by the Additional

Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad, M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited,

Shantiniketan Apartment, 20, Round Tank Lane, Howrah, West Bengal-711101

(holding IEC-0217503608) was called upon to show cause to the Additional

Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad as to why:-

i. The goods imported vide Bill of Entry No. 6 L2O723 dated 03 / IL /2021 and

Bill of Entry No. 6123033 dated O3lIl/2O21 through ICD Khodiyar,

Customs Ahmedabad should not be re-classified under Customs Tariff

Heading 87116020 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975
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and Customs Duty amount payable be reassessed and determined at Rs.

52,42,892/ - accordingly.

ii. The goods valued at Rs. 83,55,206/- as detailed in Table-1 above which

have been seized vide Seizure Memo dated 29/Ll12021 and 28/0212022

should not be held liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section

111 (d) and (m) of the Customs Act, 1962;

iii. The Customs Duty amount of Rs. 40,98,59L/- dready paid by them

should not be appropriated against the Customs Duty liability shown at

Sl. No (i) above.

iv. Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs. Ll,44,3OI /- on the imported

goods valued at Rs. 83,55,206/-, covered under the Bill of Entry No.

6L2O723 dated O3/lLl2O21 and Bill of Entry No. 6123033 dated

O3/lll2o21, should not be demanded and recovered from them under

Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962.

v. Interest should not be recovered from them on the said Customs duty, as

at S1. No. (iv) above, under Section 28 AA of the Customs Act, 7962.

vi. Penalty should not be imposed on them under the provisions of Section

114A /ll2 of the Customs Act, 1962 for their acts of commission and

omission as discussed hereinabove.

vii. Bank Guarantees and Bonds executed at the time of provisional release of

seized goods should not be encashed and enforced respectively.

24. Further, vide Show Cause Notice bearing No. CUS/SIIB/INT/ L9912021- Prev.

dated 29.O4.2O22 issued by the Additional Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad, Shri

Deepak Kumar Shaw and Shri Dipak Gupta, both Directors of M/s. Big Bull Trader

Private Limited, Shantiniketan Apartment, 20, Round Tank Lane, Howrah, West

Bengal-711101 were hereby called upon to show cause to the Additional/Joint

Commissioner of Customs Ahmedabad 380 009, as to why penalty should not be

imposed on them under the provisions of Section L12 and Section 114AA of the

Customs Act, L962 for their acts of commission and omission as discussed

hereinabove.

25. DEFENCE REPLY:-

25..L The Importer Baba Baidhnath, and Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor of

Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. Ltd. submitted common reply to the said SCN vide their

written submission dated 15.06.2022. Details of their reply is given as under:-

(i) They deny and dispute each and every allegation made out in the show cause

notice as if set out in seriatim and denied specifically.

(ii) They are the trader dealing in various E-vehicle such as E-Rickshaw Parts, E-

Bike Parts, etc. They have an expertise in the business of E -vehicle, parts
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required for auto mobile industry such as E-Rickshaw and E-Bike. They have

business in Kolkata, Howrah and West Bengal. For diversitying their business

they started business at Ahmedabad.

(iii) They placed indent for E-Bike parts. They imported certain parts such as motor

controller, front body, side body, throttle, battery connector framed under

hook, etc. which they sell to the E-Bike manufacturer who further work upon

its, in accordance with their respective design and computerized programme.

For this purpose they get parts specifrcally manufactured in China with

embossing of their marks all of standard sizes. The spare parts which are

imported are used by the manufacturers for further work without which it
would not be usable.

(iv) They imported a consignment of E-Bike part under Bill of Entry no. 6093409

at ICD, Khodiyar. The BoE was filed for home consumption. Re-assessment,

inspection was directed to be made and the assessment of the BoE was not

completed and the goods were detained on the purported ground that the parts

imported under the said BoE covers about 8Oo/o of the E-Bike and therefore it
should be treated as import of E-Bike in CKD condition and should have been

classified under Customs Tariff Heading 87LL.

(v) They denied and disputed the contention of the department. Goods were

referred to for inspection by the Chartered Engineer by Custom Authority. The

goods were examined by the Chartered Engineer. Inconsistent reports were

given. Firstly it was alleged that tJ,e goods imported under the BoE No.

6093409 covered 8O%o of the E-Bike parts required for complete E-Bike.

Thereafter, it was further alleged that the parts imported by them and the parts

imported by Big Bull Traders Rrt. Ltd. if clubbed with all the parts it would be

80% of parts required for E-Bike in CKD condition.

(vi) The goods were seized to which they sought provisional release and the goods

were therea-fter provisionally released after furnishing of the Bank Guarantee.

(vii) The parts imported by them do not have essential character of E Bike and Rule

2(A) is not applicable. Rule 2 (A) can be applied if a vehicle is imported in a
finished state and vehicle has essential characteristic. Here in the present case

spa-re parts of standard size are imported for E-Bike which are required to be

worked upon for fitting and therefore 2(A) of Interpretative Notes would not

applicable to the subject case. They have classified the goods under Customs

Tariff Heading 8714 and it should be accepted.

(viii) They also imported a consignment of parts under BoE no. 6537603 dated

O4.L2.2O21. Certain parts were loaded on the container by the mistake of tJle

shipper. They agreed to pay duty on sarne and same were released

provisionally.
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In the SCN it is alleged that in the bill of lading the Custom Tariff Heading 87ll
has been mentioned. It is submitted that in the exporting country a wrong

classification can be made for the purpose of claiming higher export benefits

which would not affect the correct declaration and/or classification which is

required to be made in the importing country. That is why they classilied the

goods under Custom Tariff Heading 87L4.

They state that CTH 87LL does not cover parts. The goods imported as

component would not be covered by CTH 87LI. Concept of CKD is not

applicable. Condition of CKD is applicable where by mere screw driver or by

shouldering E vehicle can be made. Each part sold by them required high

precision work.

The Chartered Engineer has given the report. No one has said that parts have

essential character of E--Bike and ready to fit in. Inconsistent reports were

given. Percentage of parts imported is not relevant at all. It is nobody's case

and it is not mentioned in the report that the goods imported by them and Big

Bull even if clubbed would give essential characteristic of E-Bike.

A11 the parts imported are separate parts which would appear from the

photographs given in the Chartered Engineer's report and in such case concept

of CKD is not applicable. They relied upon the judgement of Tribunal (Larger

Bench in the case of Sony India Ltd. Vs- CCICD, New Delhi reported in 143

ELT 411 and judgement in the case of R.R. Electronics reported in 177 EW

504 & Vishal Electronics Rrt. Ltd. Vs CP, Mumbai reported in lO2 EW 288.

Manufacturing of E-Bike is not like mere clubbing or fitting the part in the

imported condition. Therefore, for such imported goods concept of CKD

condition cannot be brought in when manufacturing is not possible merely by

shouldering or fitting or by nuts and bolts. Therefore in the show cause notice

classification dispute raised is wholly misconceived in fact and in law. There is

no case that goods imported had essential character of E-bike.

Classification is disputed on the purported ground that about 8Oo/o of the parts

have been imported or procured from imported goods are not relevant. From

the parts imported essential character of the E-Bike does not emerge. The

allegations and charges are wholly erroneous. The goods imported by them

were all rough and supplied to customers who have to apply work on it, only

thereafter the goods can be fitted. Therefore, the concept of import in CKD

condition is not applicable in the subject case.

It is further alleged that the foreign seller has in the bill of

lading classified the goods under Customs Tariff Heading 8711. The correct

classification would be 8714 not 8711 and ttre wrong classification is done by

the foreign exporter for getting higher export incentives in its country.
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The goods are sought to be classified under Customs Tariff

Heading 87LL which is wholly erroneous.

Big Bull is altogether a separate firm and entity. There cannot be a clubbing of

import by them and Big Bull. There is no provision under the Customs Act for

the purpose of classification of the goods to club imports made by two different

entities having two different I.E. code. The demand has been made in the show

cause notice separately. They are trading in parts and accessories. They sell

goods to several of their clients. There is no provision for clubbing under the

Customs Act, L962. Rule 2(a) will not apply where two different importers have

separately imported components and filed separate bills of entry.

Classification is assertion of right and it is a point of law. As held by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in the case of Northern Plastic a dispute on classification will

not be a case of miss declaration. In the BoE there is no incorrect material

particular given. Therefore, lL4 AA will not apply.

Without prejudice to above, their goods imported & clubbed with import of Big

Bull would not be treated as import in CKD condition as import of E bike can

not be treated as CKD import in view of E Bike being highly precision vehicle.

A vehicle cannot be treated as CKD import.

The parts imported by them would not fall under CTH 871 1 which is applicable

to complete motor cycle. The components imported by them as well as by Big

Bull if taken together could not be said to be in CKD condition in as much as

if the parts imported under the Bills of Entry were assembled, the essential

character of E bike would not take place.

For manufacturing of vehicle like E- Bike T}pe: Approval is required which

requires a high precision work. In such cases concept of CKD is otherwise not

applicable. A complicated process is required to be undertaken for making the

parts usable for assembling and manufacturing.

Since the parts could not be assembled by means simple fixing devices, screws,

nut bolts, etc. or rebating or belting therefore there was no case of assembly

and concept of CKD was not applicable. CKD has no definition. It applies when

by screw driver or welding, entire assembly can be done. It is not applicable to

E-Bike type of vehicles. Since a complicated processing of engineering was

required for use of the imported parts and no screw driver system or theory

would work, the goods imported by them could not be said to be in a CKD

condition.

Each of the components imported and sold by them need further operation for

use in the finished stage. Each of the part had to go through a process such as

drilling and cutting to size for which sophisticated machinery and skilled

operators are required. Since components imported by them were subjected to
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further operation for completion in the linished stage, components imported by

them as well as by Big Bull could not be said to be import of E-Bike in CKD

condition. The show cause notice has been issued without consulting any

automobile expert.

It is setfled law that Rule 2(al of General Rules for the Interpretation of the

Schedule under First Schedule of Import-Tariff would apply only when the

imported articles presented unassembled or disassembled can be put together

by means of simple fixing device or by rebating or belting. In the subject case

this is not possible because a complicated process and further processing of

the components imported as well as indigenous articles are required.

The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Commissioner of Customs, New

Delhi vs. Sony India Ltd. reported in 23L EIT (385) has held that Rule 2(a)

would apply only when imported articles presented unassembled or

disassembled can put together by means of simple fixing device or by rebating

or welding. The Hon'ble Supreme Court ruled out applicability of CKD condition

when complicated process would be required for user of those parts.

Further Rule 2(a) would not be applicable to the imported goods inasmuch as

under Rule 1 of Interpretative Rules Classification is required to be followed

according to the terms of the heading and any relevant Section or Chapter

Notes. If neither the heading nor the notes suffice to clarify scope of a heading,

then only the notes provided under Rule 2, 3 and 4 become applicable. Rule-1

grves primacy to the Section and chapter note along with terms or heading. If
no clear picture emerges then only one can resort to subsequent Rules.

Manufacturing of a vehicle is a very high technical skill and prototype approval

is required from international standard as well as state level. It cannot be done

by mere fixings. In view of the facts and circumstances import of the

components cannot be treated as import in CKD condition.

They further relied upon Tribunal judgement in the case of Modi Xerox Ltd vs.

Collr of Customs reported in 103 ELT (619) which was upheld by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court [133 ELT (191)] held that fax machine imported in completely

knocked down condition could not be treated as fax machine but parts thereof

in view of complicated nature of assembly. The similar view was taken by the

Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Collector of Central Excise, Shillong vs.

Wood Craft Products reported in 7 ELT (23) and Collector of Central Excise vs.

Sudarsan Plywood 96 ELT (163) and Triveni Engineering & Industries Ltd. vs.

Commissioner of Central Excise reported in l2O EW (273l,.

There is no denying that the production of E- Bike requires approval under

Motor Vehicle Rules and the prototype required to be approved which requires
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a very scientific and high precision technolory. They refer to the Motor Vehicle

Rules (Rule No. 126 of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules).

In the facts and circumstances charges made in the show cause notice are

erroneous. The automobile parts imported were not in the CKD condition and

therefore should not have been classified under CTH 8711 and classification

made by them under tariff item 87 L4 should be accepted.

They relied upon Hon'ble High Court judgements in the case of Macneill

Engineering Ltd. Vs. Commr of Customs (Port), reported in 2014 (310) ELT 33

(Cal.) and Commr. of Customs vs. Lexus Motors Ltd. reported in 2Ol7 (353)

EW 149 (Del.) and Hon'ble CESTAT judgement in the case of Ma Sherawali

Impex vs. Commissioner of Customs (Port), Kolkata reported in 2003 1162l

ELT835 (Tri. -Kolkata).

Meaning of CKD condition is when consumer who buys the product can

assemble it at his house. Fully disassembled items (such bicycle or a piece of

furniture) that is required to be assembled by the end user or the reseller.

Goods are shipped in CKD form, to reduce freight charged on the basis of the

space occupied by (volume) of the item". Goods imported in completely knocked

down (CKD) condition are complete goods or just a conglomeration of parts.

They further relied upon judgements of Hon'ble CEGAT in the case of Award

Electronics vs. Commissioner of Customs, Chennai, reported in 2003(153)ELT

210 (Tri.-Chennai). And in the case of Thomson Consumer Electronics (I) P.

Ltd. vs. Commissioner of Customs, Chennai, reported in 2OO4(177I,E,LT872

(Tri.-Chennai).

The revenue had frled the appeal in the judicial

pronouncements cited supra before Hon'ble Supreme Court [reported in 2OO9

(235) ELT A85 (S.C)]. However, the same are dismissed.

The Appellate Tribunal in all of its impugned orders had held that import of

components/parts of video c€unera, photocopier or VCR/VCP cannot be

assessed as complete video c€unera, photocopier or VCR/VCP even if all the

major components of unit are imported." The Bank Guarantees given by them

are required to be discharged. They state that the charges made in the show

cause notice are liable to be dropped are not tenable in the facts and

circumstances of the case.

Now they deal with the allegations made in the show cause notice hereinafter.

The subject show cause notice has been issued under Section 28 (4),read with

Section L24 of the Customs Act, 1962 when both the bills of entry were not

assessed. The self assessed bill of entry was filed but the self assessed bill of

entry was not accepted and reassessment process was started. No out of charge

was issued. Rather query was raised and thereafter inspections were done and
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followed by search and seizure of the goods. Therefore the assessment was not

completed within the meaning of Section 17 of the Customs Act, 1962. The bills

of entry filed by them were not accepted and goods were provisionally released.

No assessment has been done. Therefore, the bill of entry requires an

assessment. The show cause notice under Section 28 can be issued when there

is a final assessment and there is a short levy or non- levy in respect of the

goods. The goods have never gone out of the charge and therefore the question

of short levy does not arise as the assessment was not completed. Therefore,

the show cause notice is bad in law and is liable to be set aside.

They had imported parts and thereafter they sold the goods.

The goods were examined by the Chartered Engineer. No Chartered Engineer

in his report has stated that it has essential features of E bike. It is denied that

the goods imported are in CKD form. It cannot be assembled by screw driver

and shouldering which is required in the case of CKD import.

They would like to cross examine the Chartered Engineers viz. M V. Vittal, D.

Patel and Bhaskar G. Bhatt.

The import by them are much higher than tJle goods imported by Big Bull. They

deny that the goods are liable for classification under Customs Tariff Heading

877L. The seizure order is bad in law. In respect of BoE no. 6093409 dated

01.11.2021 the goods were found as per declaration. In BoE no. 6537603

certain goods were found to the tune of US $ L489 / - extra for which they agreed

to pay duty as it was loaded by mistake of the foreign seller.

They applied for provisional release of the goods which were allowed. They

submitted the Bank Guarantee of Rs.1102642/- Rs.969755/-.They state that

Rule 2 (a) is not applicable. The goods should be classified under Customs

Tariff Heading 8714 not 8711. Assuming though denying that the goods would

be liable to be classified under 8711, it would fall under 1(Al/1(B) but in no

event it can fall under 2 of the Noti. No. OL|2O2O. The chapter note 87 is not

applicable since it was not related to E-Bike.

The classification by them is totally correct. Mr. Withal Patel in his opinion says

that it is usable for assembling but not as is where is basis but it requires

precision work which will take it out from the CKD condition.

They deny that there was an attempt by them for importing the goods miss-

declared. They state that the parts imported by Baba Baidhnath Trading Co.

cannot be clubbed with them.

They deny that they have done miss classification. It is denied that they are

having essential characteristic of complete E Bike. It is denied that they sought

evasion of duty. They deny that the goods are liable for confiscation. They deny

that penalty under Section 114 (A) or 114 (AA) can be applicable. They deny
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the demand of duty of Rs.16,22,592 and state that the classification of the

goods would be done under Customs Tariff Heading 8714.

(xlv) They deny that Mr. Deepak Kumar Shaw is liable for penalty.

25.2 The Importer Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. Ltd., and Shri Deepak Kumar

Shaw, Proprietor of Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. Ltd. and Director of Big Bull has

submitted common additional written submission through e-mail dated 11.01 .2023,

wherein, interalia, they further submitted as under:-

. They have imported parts of E-bike under bills of entr5r no. 6093409 and

6537603 and classified the goods under Tariff Heading No.8714.In the combined

show cause notice issued to them as well as to Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. They

have been called upon to show cause separately in paragraph 37 and paragraph

28 of the show cause notice as to why goods should be re-assessed under

Customs Tariff Heading 871 1 and as to why differential duty should not be paid

by them and for other charges mentioned in the show cause notice. They have

denied the allegations and charges made in the show cause notice by submitting

a reply which they reiterate.

. In the show cause notice the classification has been disputed by taking resort to

Rule 2(a) of General Rules of Interpretation for Import Tariff in relation to the

import of parts by them and as well import by Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. Import

by two separate firms having separate entity has sought to be combined together

for the purpose of raising legal fiction so created by Rule 2(a) of General Rules of

Import Tariff.

. They have not presented their bill of entry together with the bills of entry filed by

Big Bull Trader h/t. Ltd. They are a separate entity and they are a trader and

they sell certain parts to Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. where they get the goods

manufactured in China according to their rectification and import the same and

certain parts are being sold by them in the market. They are not under obligation

to sell all the goods imported to Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. Since they have not

presented their two bills of entry so mentioned in paragraph 28 of the show cause

notice along with Big Bull Trader hrt. Ltd. and therefore very foundation of the

show cause notice as to applicability of Rule 2(a) of general rule of interpretation

for import tariff does not apply.

. They are Traders and they sell goods to their various customers as it would from

their balance sheet. Big Bull Trader Pvt. Ltd. is not only their customer and the

part imported are also sold to other manufacturer also.

. The assessment is required to be done under Customs Tariff Heading 87L4 as

declared by them as these goods by no stretch of imagination can be treated as

vehicle. Had it been so Customs Tariff Heading 8711 could have included parts
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also. So many amendments are made separately every year for the Customs Tariff

Act. When the parts are mentioned separately under Customs Tariff Heading

8714 the concept of CKD import is not applicable to import of such engineering

goods which cannot be assembled by screw drivers and mere fixing. No part

imported by them can be assembled unless manufactured.

The parts imported by tJ:em do not have internal lining which is to be created by

a manufacturer according to its desire size. This is not the concept of assembly

in which everything is so made accordingly and everything is fitted and any one

can fit like readymade chairs, table, cycles which are put into a CKD condition

only for tJ:e purpose of ease of transportation. The concept of CKD is qua ease in

transportation of goods when these are imported in knock down condition but it
is not applicable where goods are used differently and has to be used as raw

material and /or input.

They supply certain inputs of the moped which are not in CKD condition and

these parts imported by them are in no position to be assembled unless

manufacturing is being done.

The definition of manufacturing applies to tJ e goods imported by them that is

why the manufacturer pay CGST on a different head and CGST is so paid by

them. If the goods are treated in CKD conditions, then there would be no need of

manufacture but it could only be need of assembly and the requirement of Rule

L26 of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules would not be required to be operative.

The case and the allegation made in the show cause notice are wholly

misconceived in fact and in law. The Chartered Engineer in its report has

submitted that 80% of the entire vehicle could be completely assembled when

concept of assembly is not at all applicable and therefore Rule 2(a) is not at all

applicable and Chartered Engineer's report does not support the Department in

any manner whatsoever.

With regard to the mismatch of the goods under BoE no. 6537603 they have

already explained the fact in their reply. The error was not deliberate.

It is denied that they have not sold any spa-re part except to Big Bull Trader

Private Limited. It would appear from their trading account and balance sheet

that they have been selling the product usable by their customers whose neunes

are mentioned in the enclosed list marked uA". They further state that these

goods are not liable for confiscation on the ground of wrong classification because

classification is the point of law as held by the Apex Court in Northern Plastic.

Charge of confiscation of goods on the ground of wrong classification is not

tenable. The charge of import of the goods not at the specified Port as per Note 2

of Chapter 87 is also misconceived inasmuch as parts imported are not new

a

a
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vehicle. A new vehicle is one which is complete and even vehicle in CKD condition

is not a complete vehicle. The legal fiction of Rule 2(a) cannot be extended to such

an extent that certain spa-re parts would be treated as new vehicle. The

proposition in the SCN is ex facie erroneous.

. They state that the proceeding under the show cause notice may be dropped in

the facts and circumstances of the case.

25.3 The Importer BigBull Trader h/t. Ltd., and Shri Deepak Gupta, Director of Big

Bull Trader Rzt. Ltd has submitted reply to the said SCN vide their written submission

dated L5.O6.2O22. Details of their reply is given as under:-

(i) They deny and dispute each and every allegation made in the show cause

notice as if set out in seriatim and denied specifically.

(ii) Before dealing with the allegations made in the subject show

cause notice they state as follows

(iii) They are engaged in the business of manufacturing of E- Auto

and e- vehicles in West Bengal having their factory at Alampur at Kolkata.

For the purpose of expansion of their business, they set up a unit in
Gujarat at 179, Laxmipura, Nandasan, TA-Kadi, DistrictMehsana,

Gujarat- 382705 for manufacturing of E- Bike and moped. They got their

prototype approved under the Motor Vehicle Rule. They have set up plant

in an area of 56000 Sq. ft. where they have set up various set of machinery

for manufacturing of E - Bike. Their brand is registered as "Prakriti"

NEOLITE and Prakriti -Super E- Bike. They have got registration under all

local Acts and under CGST & SGST at Gujarat. E- Bike manufacturing is

a very high precision work for which huge capital assets are required to

build up. They have set up several machinery at their plant of the value of

about 5 crore. They manufacture few parts at their own plant. They import

about 4Ooh of the accessories and 30% of accessories used in E-Bike are

locally purchased by them and rest are manufactured at their plant.

Imported accessories are not such that it could be in a fit in position "as it
is". Its sizes are one size higher than required which are grinded and

worked upon with high precision tools and machinery and only there after

it could be used in a fit- in -condition. There is no concept of assembly kit
in relation to E Bike manufacturing. Parts imported cannot be used for

fitting unless worked upon in lathe machine and grinders which run on

the computer based programme and controlled by computers. Various

pinions are made by computer driven machine and grinders. Concept of

CKD condition can not be brought in such a high precision work of e-bike

manufacturing which can not be imported by any person unless having a

prototype approved and certificate issued under Motor Vehicle Act.
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(iv) For the purpose of manufacturing of E- Bike they import certain parts

such as head hood, front panel, side panel etc and they buy from the local

market certain parts made suitably for their e-bike and rest of the parts

are manufactured at their premises.

(v) As stated above the imported parts are not in a ready to fit-in- position.

These are imported in standard sizes which are processed and grinded by

them and manufactured and made ready to be in fit condition. Same

applies for locally purchased parts which are of standard size. On locally

purchased goods the process of cutting / lathe machine, grinding,

balancing, turning, molding, piping and various manufacturing process is

applied which work under computeriz.ed prograrnme. They have set up

machinery and capital goods such as geometric line, impact range, circular

saw and grinder, dernier caliper drill machine and several other machinery

at a huge capital cost which all are operated by computers They buy from

the local market chassis, motor, controller, brand body, side body, battery

connector, tyr€, battery cover, changer etc. The local made batteries are

procured from various companies in India. There is no concept of assembly

kit in relation to E Bike manufacturing. Parts imported cannot be used for

fitting unless worked upon in lathe machine and grinders which run on

the computer based programme and controlled by computers. Various

pinions are made by computer driven machine and grinders. Therefore

concept of CKD condition cannot be brought in such a high precision work

of e-bike manufacturing which cannot be imported by any person unless

having a prototlpe approved and certificate issued under Motor Vehicle

Act.

(vi) Manufacturing of E-Bike is not like mere clubbing or fitting the part in the

imported condition such as chairs, tables, toys, furniture which can be

fitted at house and which are dissembled only for ease in transportation

of tJle goods. Furniture one buys are in CKD condition. After bringing home

one can assemble together with print design of which are given in the

brochure of the goods. E-Bike is not tradable in CKD condition. Therefore,

for e-bike manufacturing, concept of CKD condition cannot be brought in

when assembly is not possible merely by shouldering or fitting by nuts and

or bolts. Therefore in the show cause notice, classification dispute raised

is wholly misconceived in fact and in law. There is no case that goods

imported had essential character of E-Bike. No two parts can be fixed

unless further worked upon.

(vii) Classification is disputed on the purported ground that about

8O%o of the parts have been imported or procured is erroneous and
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misconceived. From the parts imported or locally purchased, essential

character of the E-Bike would not emerge. So much so, it would not be in

a fit- in- position. The allegations and charges are wholly erroneous. The

goods imported by Baba Baidhnath for them were all standards size and

they purchased locally imported goods of standard size for the purpose of

getting the parts of required size. Their exact design of prototype is kept

confidential. Standard size is bigger than actual size. Prototype design is

fed in the computers on the basis of which final parts are processed.

Computer design is kept confidential.

(viii) Baba Baidhnath is altogether a separate firm and a separate entity. There

is no provision under Customs Act for the purpose of classification to club

imports made by two different I.E. Code. Baba Baidhnath is trading in

parts and accessories and is stranger to them. It is selling not only to them

but other customers also. They relied upon the judgement of Tribunal

(Larger Bench in the case of Sony India Ltd. Vs- CPID, New Delhi reported

in 2OO2 143 ELT 411 and judgement in the case of R.R. Electronics

reported in 177 ELT 504 & Vishal Electronics Pvt. Ltd. Vs CP, Mumbai

reported in 102 ELT 288.

(ix) Classification is assertion of right and it is a point of law. As held by the

Hon'b1e Supreme Court in the case of Northern Plastic a dispute on

classification will not be a case of miss declaration. In the BoE there is no

incorrect material particular given. Therefore, LI4 AA will not apply.

(x) Without prejudice to above, their goods imported & clubbed with import of

Baba Baidhnath would not be treated as import in CKD condition as import

of E bike can not be treated as CKD import in view of E Bike being highly

precision vehicle. A vehicle cannot be treated as CKD import.

(*i) The parts imported by them would not fall under CTH 8711 which is

applicable to complete motor cycle. The components imported by them as

well as by Baba Baidhnath if taken together could not be said to be in CKD

condition in as much as if the parts imported under the Bills of Entry were

assembled, the essential character of E bike would not take place.

(xii) For manufacturing of vehicle like E- Bike $pe: Approval is required which

is issued after several test done by lawful agency. Jerk baring capacity,

collusion bearing capacity, endurance are calculated under computerized

progr€unme. Only when a vehicle passes through all required test prototype

approval certificate is issued. The Prototype is converted into data algorithm

which operate the computer arrd in turn sends programme to computer and

machine executes the programme.. A complicated process is required to be

undertaken for making the parts usable for assembling and manufacturing.
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Since the parts could not be assembled by means simple fixing devices,

screws, nut bolts, etc. or rebating or belting therefore there was no case of

assembly and concept of CKD was not applicable. CKD has no definition. It

applies when by screw driver or welding, entire assembly can be done. It is
not applicable to E-Bike type of vehicles. Since a complicated processing of

engineering was required for use of the imported parts and no screw driver

system or theory would work, the goods imported by them could not be said

to be in a CKD condition. The SCN has been issued without consulting any

auto mobile expert.

Each of tJle components imported was subjected to further operation for use

in the finished stage. Each of the part had to go through a process such as

drilling and cutting to size for which sophisticated machinery and skilled

operators are required. Since components imported by them were subjected

to further operation for completion in the finished stage, components

imported by them as well as by Bigbull could not be said to be import of E-

Bike in CKD condition. The show cause notice has been issued without

consulting any automobile expert.

It is settled law that Rule 2(al of General Rules for the Interpretation of the

Schedule under First Schedule of Import-Tariff would apply only when the

imported articles presented unassembled or disassembled can be put

together by means of simple fixing device or by rebating or belting. In the

subject case this is not possible because a complicated process and further
processing of the components imported as well as indigenous articles are

required.

The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Commissioner of Customs, New

Delhi vs. Sony India Ltd. reported in 231 ELT (385) has held that Rule 2(a)

would apply only when imported articles presented unassembled or

disassembled can put together by means of simple fixing device or by

rebating or welding. The Hon'ble Supreme Court ruled out applicability of

CKD condition when complicated process would be required for user of

those parts.

Further Rule 2(a) would not be applicable to the imported goqds inasmuch

as under Rule 1 of Interpretative Rules Classification is required to be

followed according to the terms of the heading and any relevant Section or

Chapter Notes. If neither the heading nor the notes suffice to clarify scope

of a heading, then only the notes provided under Rule 2, 3 and 4 become

applicable. Rule-1 gives primacy to the Section and chapter note along with

terms or heading. If no clear picture emerges then only one can resort to

subsequent Rules.
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Manufacturing of a vehicle is a very high technical skill and prototype

approval is required from international standard as well as state level. It
cannot be done by mere fixings. In view of the facts and circumstances

import of the components cannot be treated as import in CKD condition.

They further relied upon Tribunal judgement in tJ:e case of Modi Xerox Ltd

vs. Collr of Customs reported in 103 ELT (619) which was upheld by the

Hon'ble Supreme Court [133 ELT (191)] held that fax machine imported in

completely knocked down condition could not be treated as fax machine but

parts thereof in view of complicated nature of assembly. The similar view

was taken by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Collector of Central

Excise, Shillong vs. Wood Craft Products reported in 7 EJ,T (23) and

Collector of Central Excise vs. Sudarsan Plyvood 96 ELT (163) and Triveni

Engineering & Industries Ltd. vs. Commissioner of Central Excise reported

in L2O EW (273l'.

There is no denying that the production of E- Bike requires approval under

Motor Vehicle Rules and the prototype required to be approved which

requires a very scientific and high precision technolory. They refer to the

Motor Vehicle Rules (Rule No. 126 of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules).

In the facts and circumstances charges made in the show cause notice are

erroneous. The automobile parts imported were not in the CKD condition

and therefore should not have been classified under CTH 87ll and

classification made by them under tariff item 8714 should be accepted.

They further relied upon Hon'ble High Court judgements in the case of

Macneill Engineering Ltd. Vs. Commr of Customs (Port), reported in 2Ol4

(310) ELT 33 (Cal.) and Commr. of Customs vs. Lexus Motors Ltd. reported

in 2017 (353) EW 149 (Del.) and Hon'ble CESTAT judgement in the case of

Ma Sherawali Impex vs. Commissioner of Customs (Port), Kolkata reported

in 2003 (162) ELT835 (Tri.-Kolkata).

Meaning of CKD condition is when consumer who buys the product can

assemble it at his house. Fully disassembled items (such bicycle or a piece

of furniture) that is required to be assembled by the end user or the reseller.

Goods are shipped in CKD form, to reduce freight charged on the basis of

the space occupied by (volume) of the item". Goods imported in completely

knocked down (CKD) condition are complete goods or just a conglomeration

of parts.

They further relied upon judgements of Hon'ble CEGAT in the case of Award

Electronics vs. Commissioner of Customs, Chennai, reported in

2003(153)ELT 210 (Tri.-Chennai). And in the case of Thomson Consumer
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Electronics (I) P. Ltd. vs. Commissioner of Customs, Chennai, reported in

2OO4(17 7 ) ELT872 (Tri. - Chennai).

The revenue had frled the appeal in the judicial

pronouncements cited supra before Hon'ble Supreme Court [reported in

2OO9 (235) ELT A85 (S.C)]. However, the same are dismissed.

The Appellate Tribunal in all of its impugned orders had held that import of

components/parts of video c€unera, photocopier or VCR/VCP cannot be

assessed as complete video carnera, photocopier or VCR/VCP even if all the

major components of unit are imported."

The Bank Guarantees given by them are required to be discharged. They

state that the charges made in the show cause notice are liable to be

dropped are not tenable in the facts and circumstances of the case.

Now they deal with the allegations made in the show cause notice

hereinafter.

The subject show cause notice has been issued under Section 28 (41 read

with Section L24 of the Customs Act, 1962 when both the bills of entry were

not assessed. The self-assessed bill of entry was filed but the self-assessed

bill of entry was not accepted and reassessment process was started. No out

of charge was issued. Rather query was raised and thereafter inspections

were done and followed by search and seizure of the goods. Therefore, the

assessment was not completed within the meaning of Section 17 of the

Customs Act, 1962. The bills of entry frted by them were not accepted and

goods were provisionally released. No assessment has been done. Therefore,

the bill of entry requires an assessment. The show cause notice under

Section 28 car- be issued when there is a final assessment and there is a

short levy or non- levy in respect of the goods. The goods have never gone

out of the charge and therefore the question of short levy does not arise as

the assessment was not completed. Therefore, the show cause notice is bad

in law and is liable to be set aside.

They had imported parts and thereafter did manufacturing at their factory.

The goods were examined by the Chartered Engineer. No Chartered

Engineer in his report has stated that it has essential features of E bike. It
is denied that the goods imported are in CKD form. It cannot be assembled

by screw driver and shouldering which is required in the case of CKD

import.

They would like to cross examine the Chartered Engineers vrz. M V. Vittal,

D. Patel and Bhaskar G. Bhatt.

Baba Baidhnath has imported parts for them and for other business houses

also. Since they were their major buyer they have procured the goods for
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them. The import by Baba Baidhnath are much higher than the goods

purchased by them therefore import by them and by Baba Baidhnath

cannot be clubbed. They deny that the goods are liable for classification

under Customs Tariff Heading 87LL. The seizure order is bad in law.

(xxxiii) The statement of Shri Dipak Gupta was taken on 07.01 .2022 and he stated

that the imported goods are only 30 to 4Oo/o and 60 to TOoh are locally

purchased goods which require high precision working such as cutting,

drilling, wiring, fixing mother board, etc. No exception has been taken to the

statement of Shri Dipak Gupta and therefore the case made out in the SCN

is wholly erroneous.

(xxxiv) They applied for provisional release of the goods which were allowed. They

submitted the Bank Guarantee of Rs. 8.81 Lakh and Rs. 12.7 LaJ<h. They

state that Rule 2 (a) is not applicable. The goods should be classified under

Customs Tariff Heading 8714 not 8711.

(xxxv) Assuming though denying that the goods would be liable to be classified

under 871L, it would fall under l(A) I 1(B) but in no event it can fall under 2

of the Noti. No. Ol l2O2O. The chapter note 87 is not applicable since it was

not related to E-Bike.

(xxxvi) The classification by them is totally correct. Mr. Withal Patel in his opinion

says that it is usable for assembling but not as is where is basis but it
requires precision work which will take it out from the CKD condition.

(xxxvii) They deny that there was an attempt by them for importing the goods miss-

declared. They state that the parts imported by Baba Baidhnath Trading

Co. cannot be clubbed with them.

(xxxviii) They deny that they have done miss classification. It is denied that they are

having essential characteristic of complete E Bike. It is denied that they

sought evasion of duty. They state that SCN is issued wrongly. It can not be

issued under Section 28(4l,. The BoE was yet to be assessed. They deny that

goods are liable for confiscation. They deny that penalty under Section 114

(A) or I74 (AA) can be imposed. They deny the demand of duty of

Rs.L6,22,592 or any part thereof. They state that the classification of the

goods would be done under Customs Tariff Heading 8714.

(xxxix) They deny that Mr. Deepak Gupta is liable for penalty.

25.4 The Importer Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd., and Shri Deepak Gupta, Director of Big

Bull Trader F*t. Ltd has submitted further reply to the said SCN vide their written

additional submission through e-mail dated LL.OL.2023. Details of their reply is given

as under:-
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. The appellant is a manufacturer of E mopeds which are vehicles within the

meaning of Rule L26 of Central Motor Vehicle Rules. It imports certain parts at

semi-finished state and certain imported parts a-re procured from local market

and certain indigenous parts are used as input for manufacture of E mopeds.

These parts are processed in its factory for which various capital goods such as

engineering plant and machinery are established.

o The concept of assembly is not applicable as each part has to go through a

manufacturing process before being used as a part.

o In the show cause notice it is alleged that "When assembled together, they appear

to give the essential characteristics of an E Scooter" There is no case that these

parts can be assembled simpliciter on as is where is basis or "as presented" or

otherwise. The chartered engineer's report also does not indicate that it could be

assembled as presented.

. There is no case for invocation of Rule 2A.

. They, after manufacture of E scooter, pay CGST/SGST on manufacturing. If
these goods are to be treated as already manufactured vehicle, in such case there

will be no requirement of Rule 126 of Central Motor Vehicle Rules. Process

undertaken by them on these parts/ components imported qualify the delinition

of manufacturing as mentioned in Para 9.31 of Foreign Trade Policy, 2OL5-2O

and sub-section (721 of Section 2 of CGST Act, 2017.

o There is no dispute as to manufacturing process applied before litting of parts.

Chartered Engineer's Report does not deny requirement of further

manufacturing process for each part. No exception has been taken to the

statements of Mr. Dipak Gupta take on various dates where he has explained

that capital goods such as lathe machine grinder, cutter, and reducers are used

in the plant before frtting of parts.

o For the purpose of applylng Rule 2(a) of the General Interpretative Rules, it is
necessarJr that the goods must be presented together for enabling classilication

of the goods in question as a complete article. The said Rule 2(a) reads as follows:

. "2. (a) Any reference in alrcading to an article shallbe takento include a reference

to that article incomplete orunfinished, prouidedtha\ as presented, the incomplete

or unfinished article hns the essential character of the complete or finislrcd article.

It shall also be taken to include a reference to that article complete or finished (or

falling to be classified as complete or finished by uirtue of this rule), presented

unas se mble d or dis as s emble d. "

. The expression "as presented" appearing in the aforesaid Rule is of vital

importance. The Rule has been borrowed from the H.S. based Customs Tariff and

hence the goods as presented to Customs for assessment in the course of import
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becomes a relevant factor for applying Rule 2(a). In the context of Customs Tariff

Act, the expression "as presented" appearing in Rule 2(a) has to be read having

the same meaning as (as imported".
. In the present case, the impugned goods have not been presented or cleared

for assessment together. In fact, these have been presented by two different

importers at different points of time by frling separate and several bills of

Entry.
. The importer trader has an option of selling its imported goods to other

manufacturers also which has been done by BBTC.

In any case, since the goods have to be assessed "as presented", in terms of Rule

2(al of the Genera-l Interpretative Rules and no case of it has been made out the

show cause notice is not tenable. Legal fiction is not applicable. It is not

permissible to club the goods presented for assessment and imported at different

points of time, as a single consignment for the purposes of Rule 2(a). Restriction

of Policy 2(d) of Chapter 87 applies to new vehicle. Parts imported are not new

vehicle.

Legat fiction for the purposes of assessment cannot be extended to condition 2(d)

of Chapter 87. The case made out in para 22 of show cause notice is not tenable.

They have sought cross examination of Chartered Engineers. They relied upon

the judgement of Gujarat High Court in case of Mahek Glazes reported in 2OL4

(300) E.L.r. 2s (Guj.).

a

a

26. RECORD OF PERSONAL HEARING:

26.t Personal Hearing in the matter was held on 06.01.2023 in virtual mode,

wherein, Shri Sudhir Kumar Mehta, Advocate Consultant appeared on behalf of all

the O4 noticees, namely, M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co., Howrah, (W.B.) and its

proprietor Shri Dipak Kumar Shaw and M/s Big Bull Trader Private Limited, Howrah,

(W.B.) and its Director Shri Dipak Gupta before the undersigned.

26.2 He stated that his clients, M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co., Howrah,

(W.B.) and its proprietor Shri Dipak Kumar Shaw i.e. the Noticee No. 1 & 4,

respectively, have already filed their written submission dated 15.06.2022 on

17.06.200 in their defense to the said SCN dated 29.04.2022 arrd reiterated the

szune. He reiterated the case laws mentioned in their written submission.

26.3 He further stated that his clients, M/s Big Bull Trader Private Limited,

Howrah, (W.B.) and its Director Shri Dipak Gupta i.e. the Noticee No. 2 &, 3,

respectively, have already filed their written submission dated L5.O6.2O22 on

17.06.2022 in their defense to the said SCN dated 29.04.2022 and reiterated the

sarne. He reiterated the case laws mentioned in their written submission.
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26.4 Further, he requested to give time period of O7days to produce additional

written submissions in support of their defense. Therefore, he was asked to lile

additional written submission. Accordingly, M/s. Baba Baidnath Trading Co.,

Howrah, (W.B.) and its proprietor Shri Dipak Kumar Shaw i.e. the Noticee No. I & 4,

respectively, have filed their common additional written submission via their mail

dated LL.OL.2O23 in further support of their defense to the said SCN dated

29.04.2022. M/s Big Bull Trader Private Limited, Howrah, (W.8.) and its Director Shri

Dipak Gupta i.e. the Noticee No. 2 & 3, respectively, have also frled their common

additional written submission via their mail dated 11.01 .2023 in further support of

their defense to the said SCN dated 29.O4.2O22.

27 DISCUSSION & FINDINGS:-

27.1 I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, the said SCN, written

defense submissions made by the importers M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co., and

M/s Big Bull Trader Private Limited, both situated at 20, Round Tank Lane,

Shantiniketan Apartment, Howrah, (W.B.) and Shri Dipak Kumar Shaw proprietor

of Baba Baidhnath and Director in Big Bull and Shri Dipak Gupta Director in Big

Bull, oral submissions made by them during the course of Personal hearing, the

documents submitted including case laws cited by both the importers and records

available on the file. The said SCN dated 29.04.2022 was issued to BBTC and BBTPL

by the Additional Commissioner of Customs Ahmedabad, for the goods imported

through the port ICD Iftodiyar. Accordingly, I proceed to decide the said SCN.

27.2 The issues to be decided before me are whether:

(A) of s levelled 1m M s. Baba Baidhnath

Co. vide Dara 27 to the said SCN

a) Classification of goods imported vide Bill of Entry No. 6093409 dated

Ol/11/2OLl and Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated O4/L2|2O2L by the

importer M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. under C.T.H. No. 87 L4 of the First

Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 should be rejected or otherwise. And

classification of said imported goods proposed in the said SCN under C.T.H.

No.87116020 should be accepted and Customs Duty amount payable be re-

assessed and determined at Rs. 52,0 L,7 L7 / - accordingly or otherwise?

b) The goods imported and subsequently seized vide Seizure Memo dated

29.1L.2O27 & 28.02.2022 having totally declared value Rs. 82,89,588/- as

detailed in Table-l to the said SCN should be held liable to confiscation under

the provisions of Section 111(d) and Section 11 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962

or otherwise?
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Custom Duty Rs. 35,78,1251- already paid by the importer Baba Baidnath

on the goods imported vide Bills of Entry details as in Table- 1 to the said SCN,

should not be appropriated against the Customs Duty liability shown at Sl.

No. (i) above or other-wise?

Differential Duty of Customs totally amounting to Rs. 16,23,592/- leviable on

the imported goods valued at Rs. 82,89,588/-, covered under the Bills of

Entry as detailed in Table- 1 to the said SCN, should not be determined and

recovered from the importer Baba Baidnath under the provisions of Section

28 (41of the Customs Act, 1962, or otherwise?

Interest at an appropriate rate as applicable, on the Customs duty forgone,

should be recovered from them under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, L962

or otherwise.

The importer Baba Baidnath is liable to penalty under Section Il4Al112 and

Section 114AA of the Customs Act, L962, for act of omission and/ or

commission as discussed in the said SCN or otherwise?

Bonds and Bank Guarantee executed at the time of provisional release of

seized goods, should be encashed and enforced or otherwise.

In respect of Charges levelled aeainst the noticee importer M/s Big Bull

Trader Private Limited, Howrah, (W .B.) vide oara28 to the said SCN

(i) Classification of goods imported vide Bills of Entry No. 6120723 dated

03/lL/2O21 and Bill of Entry No. 6123033 dated 03/ll/2}21 by the

importer M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited, Howrah, under C.T.H. No.

8774 of the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975; should be

rejected or otherwise. And classification of said imported goods proposed

in the said SCN under C.T.H. No.871L6O2O should be accepted and

Customs Duty amount payable be re-assessed and determined at Rs.

52,42,892/ - accordingly or otherwise?

(ii) The goods imported and having totally declared value Rs. 83,55 ,206 f - as

detailed in Table-l to the said SCN should be held liable to confiscation

under the provisions of Section 111(d) and Section 111(m) of the Customs

Act, 1962 or otherwise?

(iii) Custom Duty Rs. 40,98 ,59L /- already paid by the importer Big Bull Trader

Private Limited on the goods imported vide Bills of Entry details as in

Table- 1 to the said SCN, should not be appropriated against the Customs

Duty liability shown at SI. No. (i) above or otherwise?

(i") Differential Duty of Customs totally amounting to Rs. 1L,44,3O 1/- leviable

on the imported goods valued at Rs. 83,55,206 f -, covered under the Bills

of Entry as detailed in Table-1 to the said SCN, should not be determined

and recovered from the importer M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited
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under the provisions of Section 28 (41 of the Customs Act, 1962, or

otherwise?

(v) Interest at an appropriate rate as applicable, on the Customs duty forgone,

should be recovered from them under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,

1962 or otherwise.

("i) The importer M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited is liable to penalty under

Section ll4A/ll2 of the Customs Act, Lg62, for act of omission and/ or

commission as discussed in the said SCN or otherwise?

(vii) Bonds and Bank Guarantee executed at the time of provisional release

of seized goods, should be encashed and enforced or otherwise.

(C) Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw and Shri Dipak Gupta, both Directors of M/s. Big

Bull Trader Private Limited are liable to penalty under Section LL2 and Section

114AA of the Customs Act, 1962, for the act of omission arrdl or commission and

for the reasons and allegations as discussed in the said SCN or otherwise?

27.3 I have gone through the brief facts of the case, the extant provisions of the

Customs Act, L962 and the submissions of all the noticees. The crux of the issue lies

in determining whether tJre goods imported by both tJ:e Importers merit classification

under Chapter Tariff Heading No. 87L4 or 8711.

27.4 I find that both the importers Baba Baidhnath and Big Bull are engaged in

importing the goods declaring them as parts of e-bikes. It has been alleged in the said

SCN that they are importing e-bike in Completely Knocked Down (CKD) condition

declaring them as parts of e-bikes. The said parts were in CKD form and if assembled

make particular model of almost complete E-bike. The basic issue to be decided is

whether Baba Baidhnath and Big Bull have evaded duty on the E-scooters/E-bikes

by importing them in CKD form and by mis-declared them as "E-Scooter Spare Parts"

and mis-classified as parts of e-bike/e-scooter under CTH 8714 deliberately in a
fraudulent manner and whether the said goods are liable for confiscation under

Section 111(d) and Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962.ln addition, whether,

Baba Baidhnath and Big Bull have contravened the provisions of the Foreign Trade

Policy (FTP) 2Ol5-2O20 by importing CKD form of the e-bike contravened port

restriction and thereby making the goods liable to confiscation under Section 111(d)

arrd Section 111(m) of the Custom Act, 1962.

27.5 I find that as per specific examination order given by the Faceless Assessrnent

Group of Customs [FAG], the consignments imported by the importer M/s. BBTC,

West Bengal under Bill of Entry No. 6093409 dated Ol/lL/2O21 and the goods

imported by the importer M/s. BBTPL, West Bengal under Bill of Entry No. 6120723

dated 03/Ll /2021 filed at ICD Khodiyar, were examined on 12/lL /2021 and 17-22-

23.11.2O2L, respectively, in the presence of Government Approved Chartered

Engineer, Shri Bhasker G. Bhatt. Examination revealed that goods were declared as
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parts of E-Bike and classified under CTH 87l4lO9O, however the goods/parts were

in CKD form and make almost complete E-bike leaving Battery and Tyre and therefore

classifiable under CTH 8711. As per Policy Condition 2(d) of Chapter 87, the import

of new vehicles are not permitted at ICD-I(hodiyar. Govt. Approved Chartered

Engineer vide report dated 15.11.2021 stated that the goods imported under Bill of

Entry No. 6093409 were in completely knocked down (CKD) condition and suitable

to produce E-Bike up to 85% of the entire vehicle except few items i.e., battery and

tyre. Further, Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer vide report dated 26.11.2021stated

that the goods imported under Bill of Entry No. 6120723 were in completely knocked

down (CKD) condition and suitable to assemble E-Bike up to 8Oo/o of the entire vehicle

except few items i.e., battery and t5rre. Government Approved Chartered Engineer has

given his finding that

"The part of the contents of the B/L No.TSHA5634838 dated 24.09.2021 is mainly 465

nos. of chassis frames Imported by Big Bull Trader Put. Ltd. & Baba Baidhnath has

imported 465 + 25 motors which are main components of the E scooter, additional major

items of bodg, parts, controller, Conuertor, stands, speedometers etc., were also

obserued as a set to 155+310 sets imported by these tuo consignments".

27.6 The consignments imported by M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL under Bill

of Entry No. 6093409 and 6720723, were re-examined on 29.1L.2O21 under

panchnama dated 29.1L.2O21in the presence of independent panch witnesses, Shri

Hiralal, Solanki, representative of CHA M/s. Benchmark Shipping and Shri Tarun

Amin, WH In-charge of CONCOR. During Panchnama proceedings the Customs

oflicers informed the panch witnesses that one importer namely M/s. BBTC, West

Bengal had hled the Bill of Entry No. 6093409 dated Ol/LL|2O21 & the Importer

M/s. BBTPL, West Bengal had filed the Bill of Entry No. 6 L2O723 dated 03/ ll l2o2l
through their Customs House Agent, M/s. Benchmark Shipping & Logistics as per

packing list and Commercial Invoices; t-hat the BEs were showing the description of

imported goods as "various E-Bike spare parts" classified under CTH 87L41090. The

assessable value of both the consignments as per Bills of Entry combined together is

shown as (49655+46697= 96352 USD). The officer further informed the Panch

witnesses that Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw was proprietor of the firm M/s. BBTC and

one of the Directors in M/s. BBTPL and both the firms were registered at the same

premises. The goods imported under BoE No. 6093409 and 6120723 were placed

under seizure under Panchnama dated 29.11.2021 and two Seizure Memo dated

29.I1.2O2L and addendum dated 17.12.2021 were issued on the reasonable belief

that the goods are liable for confiscation under the provisions of Customs Act, L962.

27.7 M/s BBTC and M/s BBTPL vide their letter dated 1O.L2.2O21 had conveyed

that they did not agree with the Chartered Engineer report and were not satisfied with

his opinion and requested to re-inspect the consignment with another Chartered
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Engineer. In view of tJ:e request, re-inspection of the goods imported under BoE No.

6093409 arrrd 6120723 by M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL was conducted by another

Govt. Chartered Engineer, Shri Vitthal Patel of Ml s. Vitthal & Associates on

2L.O1.2O22 under Panchnama proceedings dated 21.0L.2022. The Govt. Approved

Chartered Engineer after a combined examination of both the consignment imported

under said two Bills of Entry viz., BoE No. 6093409 and 6120723 in his report dated

O2.O2.2O22 has also opined that entire lot of goods imported are new and in good

condition usable for assembling the appropriate model of E-Bike Vehicle; that as

referred in various assessment check, it reveals that combine imported goods

complete the E-bike leaving battery and tyre.

27.a In furtherar:lce of investigation, search was conducted at the assembling plant

of Big Bull situated at Block No 179, Larmipura, Nandasan, Ta-Kadi, Mehsana, under

panchnama dated 14.12.2021. During proceeding Shri Shahanvaz Pathan, Sales

Manager stated that E-bikes manufactured/assembled in the said premises are being

marketed and sold in tJ.e brand name "Prakriti - ESPA"; that they carry out the work

relating to manufacturing/assembling of e-bikes, thereafter they sell it to their dealers

as per their orders; that they receive almost all the parts of e-bikes imported by Big

Bull and only Tyres, Battery along with Battery Charger and its cover are purchased

locally. During the course of the investigation Statement of Shn ZaJa Jainendrasinh

Dipsingh, Sr. Technician of Big Bull, Shri Rajesh Ojha who handles the work related

to marketing, procurement and sales related to Big Bull and Partner of M/s AMWA

Motor LLP and Directors of Big Bull, Shri Dipak Gupta and Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw

were recorded on various dates under Section 108 of Customs Act, L962

27.9 The examination of the goods subsequently imported by M/s. BBTC and M/s.

BBTPL under other BoE No.6537603 dated 04.12.2021 and 6123033 dated

03.11 .2021, respectively, were also conducted by the officers of Customs Preventive,

Ahmedabad on 23.02.2022 at ICD Khodiyar under panchnama proceedings. During

the examination of tle said goods in the presence of Govt. Approved Chartered

Engineer, it was observed that the said imported goods combined appeared to be in

CKD condition meant for selling of complete e-bikes. The Govt. Approved Charted

Engineer opined vide his report Ref No. BB/CUSIB-23/22/BBTC & BBTPL dated

25.04.2022 that the items imported under BoE No. 6537603 and 6123033 are

completely knock down condition of E-bike upto 85% of entire vehicle by both the

bills of entry issued in two different importer narne but they have common office

address. It was further observed that the quantity of the goods imported under BoE

No. 6537603 filed by M/s. BBTC did not tally and having some additional items with

the physical quantity declared in tJ:e import documents i.e., the BoE, Invoice &

Packing List. Therefore, on the reasonable belief that the importers viz., Mf s. BBTC

and M/s. BBTPL had imported the parts and components of e-bike by mis-declaring
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and mis-classification the said goods under CTH 8714, instead of correct CTH 8711

meant for e-bike, the goods imported under BoE No. 6537603 and 6123033 were

seized on 23.02.2022 and were handed over to CONCOR under Supratnama dated

23102/2022. Subsequently Seizure Memo was issued on 28102/2022 under the

provisions of Customs Act, 1962.

27.LO Investigation revealed that Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. imported spare

parts of e-vehicles at ICD Khodiyar only for M/s Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. M/s BBTPL

is their only customer for spare parts of e-bike. They had not sold any spare part of

e-bike except to M/s BBTPL.

27.LL Further, certain undeclared goods were found during the examination

of goods imported under Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated 04l 1212021. Accordingly,

the total Assessable Value of the goods imported under Bill of Entry No. 6537603

dated 04 / 1212021 is arrived by adding the differential value of undeclared goods (i.e.

L489 USD) with the declared Assessable Value of goods of the said Bill of Entry (i.e.

496L8 USD), which have already been remitted to the supplier. The total re-

calculated Assessable Value comes to 51107 USD (49618 USD + 1489 USD), which

is equivalent to Indian Rs. 38,79,O2L l-. Subsequenfly, M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL

have requested for provisional release of all their seized imported goods and

accordingly the sarne were allowed to be released provisionally against Bond and

Bank Guarantee.

28.L I am of the view that for proper classification of the product, a suitable

heading or sub-heading in the tariff is to be located and then the same has to be

considered in light of Statutory Rules for Interpretation, Section Notes and Chapter

Notes in the Tariff. Since the dispute is between the Chapter Tariff Heading Nos.

87L76O2O and 87141090, it would be prudent to examine the description under the

respective headings as appearing in Schedule I to the Customs Tariff Act. The relevant

tariff headings are reproduced under:

Heading No. Description

87tL MOTORCYCLES (INCLUDING MOPEDS) AND CYCLES FITTED

WITH AN AUXILIARY MOTOR, WITH OR WITHOUT SIDE-CARS;

8711 60 With electric motor for propulsion:

87116010 Motor cycles

87tt 6020 Scooters

Heading No.; Description
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2A.2 HSN explanatory notes for Chapter 87 also specifically focus on the

unassembled/incomplete article, which gives essential characteristics of a finished

article falling under the chapter heading of a finished article only. The relevant part

of the explanatory notes of chapter 87 is as under: -

"An lncomplete or unftnlshed oehlcle ls classlfied as

complete or finished, uehlcle proulded. lt ha,s the essential character of the

latter (General Interpretatiue Rule 2 (a)), as for example:

(A) A motor aehlcle, not get fitted uttth the utheels or tyres and, battery.

(B) A motor uehicle not equipped utith its engine or utith its inteior fittings.
(C) A bicgcle without saddle and tgres."

2a3.1 To coincide with t]le introduction of GST on Ol.O7.2Ol7, the

Notification No. 12/2OL2-Cus. was replaced with Notification No. 50/2017-Cus.

dated 30.06.2017. However, wordings of the notification practically remained

unchanged.

243.2 Vide Notification No. 26/2O18-Cus. dated 72.02.2O18, the Notification

No. 50/2017-Cus. was further amended and Sr. no. 531 of the said notification was

amended. Further, vide Notification No. O3/2019-Cus dated 29.OL.2OL9, the

notification No.50/2017-Cus dated 30.06.2017 was further amended. After this

amendment, electrically operated vehicle were excluded from vehicles covered under

Sr. No. 531 and for electrically operated vehicles, Sr. No. 531A was inserted in

Notification No. 50/2O17-Cus. for electrically operated vehicles. The following duty

structure was made applicable: -

87L4 PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF VEHICLES OF HEADINGS 87.11 TC

87.13

8714 LO Of motorcycles (including mopeds):

87L4 1010 Saddles

8714 1090 Other

S. No. Chapter
Heading
sub-heading
or tarilf item

or
or

Description of Goods Standard
rate

"531 A. 87LL Electrically operated motor cycles
(including mopeds) and cycles fitted with
an audliary motor, with or without side
cars, and side cars, if imported, -

(1) As a knocked down kit containing all
the necessary components, parts or sub-
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28.3.3 From the above, it can be seen that Sr. No. 531,4. of Notification No.

50/2O17-Cus mentions about electrically operated vehicles. In the instant case, from

the inventory of the imported goods it appeared that the importers have not imported

parts in form other than the forms specified in condition 1(a) and 1(b), hence

condition 1(a) and 1(b) as mentioned above are not applicable in the instant case. In

view of the above, imports of e-bike/e-scooter in CKD condition by the importers viz.,

M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL falls under the category "in aform other than (1) aboue"

where standard rate of Customs Duty is 50%.

2A3.4 The serial number 531A was further amended vide Notification No.

OL /2O2O-Cus dated O2/O2/2O2O and Sr. No. 531A was modified as given below after

this amendment. However, this change was made effective from OL/O412O20. The

rate of 50% is still applicable on sub-en$ Ql and only the rates against the sub-

entry (1) were changed vide the said Notification No. 01/2020-Cus.

S. No. Chapter or
Heading or
sub-heading
or tariff item

Descriptlon of Goods Standard
rate

"531 A. 87 Ll Electrically operated motor cycles
(including mopeds) and cycles fitted
with an auxiliary motor, with or without
side cars, and side cars, if imported, -

(1) As a knocked down kit containing all
the necessary components, parts or
sub-assemblies, for assembling a
complete vehicle, with,-

assemblies, for assembling a complete
vehicle, with,-

(a) disassembled Battery Pack, Motor,
Motor Controller, Charger, Power Control
Unit, Enerry Monitor Contractor, Brake
system, Electric Compressor not
mounted on chassis;

(b) pre-assembled Battery Pack, Motor,
Motor Controller, Charger, Power Control
Unit, Enerry Monitor Contractor, Brake
System, Electric compressor not
mounted on a chassis or a body assembly

(2) in a form other than (1) above

LO%

L5%

5Oo/o
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(a) disassembled Battery Pack, Motor,
Motor Controller, Charger, Power
Control Unit, Enerry Monitor
Contractor, Brake system, Electric
Compressor not mounted on chassis;

(b) pre-assembled Battery Pack, Motor,
Motor Controller, Charger, Power
Control Unit, Enerry Monitor
Contractor, Brake System, Electric
compressor not mounted on a chassis or
a body assembly

(2) in a form other than (1) above

15%

25%

SOYo

Hence, in the instant case, the duty structure on e-bike/e-scooter in CKD

condition imported by both the importers viz., M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL is found

to be considered as goods falling under the category "in a form other than (1) aboue"

where standard rate of Customs Duty is 50%.

2a.4.1 Further, Rule 2(a) of General Rules of Interpretation for Import Tariff

reads as, "Ang reference in a heading to an article shall be taken to include a reference

to that article incomplete or unfinislrcd, prouided that, as presented, the incomplete or

unfinished articles has tlrc essential character of the complete or finished article. It

shall also be taken to include a reference to that article complete or / fi.nished (or falling
to be classified as complete or finished by uirfirc of this rule), presented unassembled

or disassembled."

2A.4.2 As per note 2(a) of General rules of interpretation for Import Tarifl any

heading for a particular article should include reference to such goods whether

unfinished/incomplete if such unfinished/incomplete goods give essential

characteristics of the complete article of that heading. For instance, if a mobile

phone is imported without a battery, it appeared that such a mobile phone would

be classified under the Chapter heading as a complete mobile phone as that

unfinished mobile phone would give essential characteristics of a mobile phone even

without a battery. Similarly, automobiles without their battery or without wheels

belong in Chapter Heading 8703 appeared to be classified as automobiles only.

28.4.3 I find that one of the most important aspect before both the importers,

appeared to be to circumvent Rule 2(al of General Rules of Interpretation for Import

Tarifl as otherwise it would have appeared that ttre imported goods when assembled

give essential characteristics of an e-scooter/e-bike. Hence, to avoid being detected

by the Customs authorities, they imported e-bike in CKD condition by splitting thp

same among two importers though the both importers are registered at same place

and handled by common person Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw who is proprietor of one

importer Baba Baidhnath and Director in other importing company Big BuIl. On
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this issue the following crucial facts have been seen from the evidences collected

during investigation and put up on records;-

i. The orders were placed in CKD conditions;

ii. No manufacturing or complicated process was involved to complete the e-bike

from the said CKD conditions;

iii. Some parts like battery and tyre are procured locally also in CKD form;

iv. The imported goods declared by both the importers as parts were in CKD

conditions and were imported for selling as complete e-scooter/e-bike. These were

not imported for local selling as spare parts. Hence, it appeared to be established

that despite knowing that they were not manufacturing anything in their factory and

were just selling the CKD form in complete e-bike sets, they had adopted the above

modus operandi to evade duty. They appeared to be following the deliberately

devised modus operandi and had actually imported e-bike in CKD condition for

particular model of e-bike.

2A.4.4 Therefore, the said goods imported by both the importers collectively

appeared to be a complete e-scooter/e-bike in CKD condition, classifiable under

Chapter Heading 87 Ll. In the present case, from the inventory of imports under the

above referred Bills of Entry of the importers irz.,Mf s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL, it
found that all the essential parts like Frame, Motor, Controller, etc. have been

imported and very few parts like Battery and tyres etc. are locally procured. Further,

the parts which had been imported from China were essential parts of the e-

scooter/e-bike. Hence, the imported parts constitute the majority of the e-bike and

selling together, they give the essential characteristics of an e-scooter/e-bike.

Therefore, the said goods imported by both tJe importers collectively appeared to be

a complete e-scooter/e-bike in CKD condition and classifiable under Chapter

Heading 8711.

2A.4.5 Therefore, I find that the goods imported by M/s. BBTC and M/s.

BBTPL under the above referred Bills of Entry are for sale of complete E-vehicle/E-

scooter (excluding battery and tyre). Thus, the goods imported by these importers

makes the resultant product e-vehicle/e-scooter in incomplete or unfinished form.

However, they are having essential characteristics of complete or finished article and

therefore, in terms of provision of Rule 2 (a) of General Rules for Interpretation of

Import Tariff they should be righfly classifiable in the Chapter Heading meant for e-

vehicle i.e.,8711, even though tJ:e goods are imported in CKD form. Therefore, even

if consignments are imported and cleared in the narne of two different importers

intentionally to deceive the customs authorities to evade payrnent of applicable

Customs Duty, the e-bike imported in CKD condition still appeared classifiable

under CTH 87116020.
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Further, for import of vehicles, licensing notes to Chapter 87 ITC (HS) of Foreign

Trade Policy 2OL5-2O20 stipulate various conditions. As per policy Condition 2(dl of

Chapter 87, the import of new vehicles shall be permitted only through the Customs

port at Nhava Sheva, Kolkata, Chennai and Chennai Airport, Cochin, ICD-

Tughlakabad and Delhi Air Cargo, Mumbai Port and Mumbai Air Cargo Complex,

ICD Talegaon Pune. I find that to evade Customs duty and a-lso to avoid various

conditions of licensing notes to chapter 87 of ITC (HS) of FTP 2015-2020, both the

importers started the above fraudulent modus operandi deliberately as evident from

their behavior of bifurcating the import of said CKD kits into two and importing in
the name of two IECs to mislead the Customs Deptt and to b5pass the provisions of

Interpretations of Rule 2(a) of General rules of interpretation for Import Tariff.

28,4.6 Therefore, the contentions of Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw and Shri Dipak

Gupta that charges made against them in the said SCN are factually incorrect, and

does not merit acceptance. Consequenfly, the reason cited justifying cross

examination does not exist. In view of the above discussion, I hold that
classification of the goods under the Customs tariff head (CTH) 87L4 claimed by

M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC are liable to be rejected and the said goods as detailed

in all 04 Bills of Entry filed by both the importers as detailed in Tablel to said SCN

are correctly re-classifiable under Customs Tariff Heading 87|L6O2O and charged

and recovered to duties accordingly. Therefore, the Differential Customs Duty

amounting to Rs. LL,44,3OL/- is recoverable from M/s. BBTPL and the Customs

Duty amounting to Rs. 16,23,592/- is recoverable from M/s. BBTC by invoking the

extended period of five years as per Section 28 (4l.of the Customs Act, 1962, in aS

much as the duty is short paid on account of misdeclaration, mis classification and

wilful mis-statement as narrated above. Further the interest at the prescribed rate

was also liable to be recovered from them in terms of Section 28 AA of Customs Act,

1962 on the confirmed duty. Also, the importers M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC had

rendered themselves liable to penalty under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 7962.

28.4.7 I also observe that the Hon'ble Madras High Court, in the case of K. Balan

Vs. Govt. of India, reported in 7982 ELT (386) Madras, had held that the right to

cross examine is not necessarily a part of reasonable opportunity and depends upon

the facts and circumstances of each case. In the present case, in light of the

evidences discussed hereinabove, no case has been made out to allow cross

examination of chartered Engineers and charges leveled against Shri Deepak Kumar

Shaw and Shri Dipak Gupta are established as discussed herein above in preceeding

paras. In the case of Surjeet Singh Chhabra versus Union of India reported in L997

(89) E.L.T.646, the Hon'ble Supreme Court held that

"Whenthe petitioner seelcs for cross-examination of the witnesses uho haue said that

the recouery uas made from the petitioner, necessarilg an opportunity reqtires to be
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giuen for the cross examination of the witnesses as regards the place of which

recouery was made. Since the dispute concerrts the confi.scation of the jewellery,

uthether of conueyor belt or of the green channel, perhaps the uitnesses u)ere reEtired

to be called. But in uieut of confession made bg him, it binds him and, therefore, in the

facts and circumstances of this case the failure to giue him the opportunitg to cross-

examine the witnesses is not uiolatiue of pinciple of nahtral justice. It is contended

that the petitioner had retracted within six dags from the confiscation. Tl'rcrefore, he

is entitled to cross-examine the panchuitnesses before the authoritg takes a decision

on proof of the offence. We find no force in this contention. The Customs olficials are

not police oJficers. The confession, though retracted, is an admission and binds the

petitioner. So there is no need to call Panch uitnesses for examination and cross-

examination of the petitioner."

28.4.8 Further, it is to mention that cross-examination cannot be claimed as a

matter of right and the request for cross-examination has to be examined in the

context of facts and circumstances of that particular case. In the present case,

importers have fully availed the opportunity of examining the veracity of the entire

set of documentary and oral evidences sought to be relied upon by the Revenue.

Therefore, no evidence is sought to be used against the said assessee behind his

back and the principles of natural justice have been duly followed. Therefore, cross-

examination is not warranted in the instant case since tfre cause of importers are

not vitiated for want of such cross-exarnination. The said conclusion is supported

by the following case laws:

28.4.9 M/s Kanungo & Co. reported at 1983 (13) ELT L486 (SC) wherein it has

been held as under:

"We mag first deal uith the question of breach of natural justice. On the material on

record, in our opinion, there has been no sttchbreach. In the show cause notice issued

on August 21, 1961, all the materials on which the Custom"s Authoities haue relied

taas set out and it uas then for the appellant to giue a suitable explanation. The

complaint of the appellant now is that all th.e persons from uhom enEtiies u)ere

alleged to haue been made by the authorities slwuld haue been produced to enable it

to cross-examine tlrcm. In our opinion, tlrc pinciples of natural justice do no reEtire

that in matters like this the persons uho haue giuen information should be examined

in the presence of the appellant or slnuld be allowed to be cross-examined bg them

on the statements made before the C.rc1rms Authoities. Accordingly ute hold that

there is no force in the third contention of the appellant."

2A.4.LO In the case of Fortune Impex V/s Commissioner of Customs, Calcutta,

2OOI (138) ELT 556 (Tri.-Kolkata), which has been affirmed by the Honble Supreme

Court as reported at 2OO4 (164) ELT 4 (S.C.) &,2OO4 (167) ELT A 134 (S.C.)1, Hon.

Tribunal has held as under has held as under:
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o72. ....The learned Aduocate has also emphasised that non-allotuing of cross-

examination of 26 persons sought by him also uitiates the proceedings. The cross-

examination of th.e utitness, tah.ereuer necessary, has to be alloued in Departmental

Proceedings. But it is not required that in each and euery case cross-examination

shortld necessarilg be allouted. There is no absolute right of cross-examination

prouided in the Customs AcL Thi.s utas the uieut held by the Calcutta HUh Court in the

case of Tapan Kumar Bi"sutas u. UOL 1996 (63) DCR 546. Cross-examination of
utitnesses cannot be demanded as of ight. The presumption is that unless a case for
cross-examination is made out no cross-exomination uill be granted. The Appellate

Tribunal in the case of Debu Sahn u. Collector of Arctoms, 7 990 (48) E.L.T. 3O2 (T) held

that "It is no doubt tnte that in all cases, cross-examination need not be granted, but

it all depends on the ciratm"stances of each case." The Tibunal also obserued in that

case that if the Collector comes to the conclusion that cross-examination is not mateial

thenby assigning reasons, ?rc canrejectthe prayer..."

2B.4.ll Further, it is to mention that the denial of opportunity of cross-

examination does not vitiate the adjudication proceedings. The proceedings at hand

involve adjudication of a Show Cause Notice so as to examine whether the activity

of smuggling of gold has taken place and such proceedings are very much different

from that involving conducting a trial in a criminal case. In such cases which are

not in the nature of trial in a criminal case do not warrant cross-exarnination and it
is for the defendant to establish by placing evidence that the charges are not

sustainable. My findings find ample support in the case of M/s Erode Annai

Spinning Mills (hrt.) Ltd. reported at 2OL9 (366) EW 647 (T), which has been

maintained by the Hon'ble Supreme Court as reported at2OL9 (368) ELT A155 (SC),

wherein it has been observed as under:

"Euery cqse, uhere opportunity of cross examination u)as not allouted, utill not uitiate

the entire proceedings. Tlte Adjudicating Authoity was not conducting a tial of a
criminal case, but utas adjudicating a show cause notice as to whether there has been

clandestine remoual of exci.sable goods without payment of excise duty. In such cases,

preponderance of probabilities utould be suJficient. On examining the ertensiue factual
details set out in tlrc adjudicating order dated 20-6-2005, ute haue no hesitation to

hold that the initial burden of proof has been discharged by the department and thus,

the burden of proof shifis to the assessee to establish by independent euidence that

there u)as no clandestine remoual and tLLe assessee cannot escape from the rigour of
laut bg picking loopholes in the euidence placed bg the department."

28.4.12 In view of above stated position and fact of the case that the importers

have registered disagreement with examination report dated 26.11.2O2L given by

Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer Shri Bhatt with respect to BoEs 6093409 and

6120723 and requested for re-examination. As per their request, goods were re-
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examined by other Govt. Approved Chartered Engineer Shri Vitthal Patel, who vide

his report dated O2.O2.2O22, reported that combine imported engineering goods

complete the E-bike leaving Battery and Tyre. Therefore I find that the request of

importers for cross-examination is not warranted in the facts and circumstances of

the case. Therefore, I do not find any justification for cross examination, as

demanded by Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw and Shri Dipak Gupta and therefore I

decline to accept above said request.

2a.4,Lg Since goods imported by both the importers are correcfly classifiable

under CTH 87LL6O2O, and restricted to import at ICD Khodiyar as per FTP 2015-

2O2O, it thus appeared that the imported restricted seized goods are liable to

confiscation under Section 111(d) and Section (m) of the Customs Act,7962 and

both the importers are liable for penalty under Section 114,4, and 114AA of the

Customs Act, 1962.

2A.4.L4 I also find that the importer have mis-declared the goods imported

under said 04 bills of entry by these two importers and which were found

misdeclared on examination therefore placed under seizer under panchnama

proceedings dated 29.L1.2O2L and 23.02.2022 and subsequently released on

furnishing of Bond and Bank Guarantee. Thus, they have violated provisions of

Section 46(4) of the said Act as well as restriction of import imposed vide FTP 2015-

2O2O . All these acts on the part of the importer have rendered the said imported

goods liable to confiscation under Section 111(d) and Section 111(m) of the said Act.

Therefore, I hold the said imported goods liable to confiscation under Section 111(d)

and Section 111(m) of the said Act.

2a.4.lS I find once goods liable to conliscation under Section 111(d) and

Section 111(m) their physical availability does not have significance on imposition

of redemption fine under Section 125 of the Act. Therefore, redemption fine in lieu

of confiscation needs to be imposed even if the imported goods are not available. In

this regard, I rely on the judgment of M/s Visteon Automotive Systems India Limited

reported as 2O18 (9) G.S.T.L A2 (Mad.) wherein the Hon'ble High Court of Madras

has held that:

"23. The penalty directed against the importer under Section 1 12 and the fine payable

under Section 125 operate in two different fields. ITe fine under Section 125 i"s in lieu

of confiscation of the goods. The payment of fine followed up bA payment of duty and

other charges leuiable, as per sub-section (2)of Section 125, fetches relief forthe goods

from getting confiscated. Ba subjecting the goods to payment of dutg and other

charges, the improper and iregular importation is sought to be regulari"sed, uth.ereas,

by subjecting the goods to pagment of fine under sub-section (1) of Section 125, the

goods are saued from getting confiscated. Hence, the auailability of the goods is not

necessary for imposing the redemption fine. The operting uords of Section 125,
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"Wheneuer conftscation of ang goods is authorised by this Act....", bings out the point

clearlg. Th.e pouter to impose redemption fine springs from the authorisation of
conftscation of goods prouided for under Section 1 1 1 of the Act. When once power of
autlwrisation for confiscation of goods gets traced to the said Section 1 11 of the Act,

u)e are of the opinion that th.e phgsical auailabilitg of goods is not so much releuant.

The redemption fine is in fact to auoid s-uch consequences flouing from Section 111

onlg. Hence, tlrc pagment of redemptionfine saues the goods from getting confi,scated.

Hence, tlrcir phgsical auailability does not haue anA significance for
imposition of redemption fine under Section 125 of the Act........'

(Emphasis supplied)

24.4.L6 I find that the Hon'ble CESTAT in the case of M/s Sai International &

others vide Final Order No.20647-2O663L2OL7 in Appeal no. C1526- 54|L2OO7 &

C165612008 has held as under:-

"7. Afier consideing the submissions of boththe parties and the perusal of the uaious

deci,sions, I am of the consid.ered. uiew that the lssue of imposition of red"emption fine
and penalty has been settled and nout uarious Bench.es of the Tribunal haue

consistentlg held thot the redemptionfine of 10o/o of the ualue of tlrc goods and penalty

of 5% of the ualue of the goods is suJficient punishment to the importer. Therefore,

follouing the ratios of uaious decisions cited supra", I hold that the imposition of
redemption ftn" to the ertent of 10% of the ualue of the

goods and penaltg of 5% of the ualue of the goods is sufficient and I accordingly reduce

the redemption fine and penaltg to 10% and 5%. AccordinglA, the appeals are disposed

of in aboue terms."

(Emphasis supplied)

24.4.L7 Therefore, redemption fine in lieu of confiscation is imposable on tJ:e

said imported goods which were placed under seizure under regular panchnama

dated 29.11.2O2L aad23.02.2022 and subsequently provisionally released. Further,

Bond and Bank guarantee furnished by the importer for provisional release of said

goods is invokable and required to be enforced for recovery of Customs Duty

alongwith other charges.

2a.4.La Further, the importers are also liable to pay interest at the appropriate

rate on the differential duty as provided under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,

t962.

24.4.L9 M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC appeared to have mis-declared the

description of the goods imported by them as parts instead of e-bike/e-scooter in

CKD condition. Further, it appears that M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC deliberately

devised fraudulent modus to mis-declare the CKD condition parts of e-bikes/e-

scooters and tried to get these goods cleared from the port to hide the actual import

of an e-bike/e-scooter. M/s. BBTPL and M/s. BBTC also violated the policy
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Condition 2(d) of Chapter 87, wherein it stipulates that the import of new vehicles

shall be permitted only through the Customs port at Nhava Sheva, Kolkata, Chennai

and Chennai Airport, Cochin, ICD-Ttrghlakabad and Delhi Air Cargo, Mumbai Port

and Mumbai Air Cargo Complex, ICD Talegaon Pune. It appeared that to evade

Customs duty and also to avoid various conditions of licensing notes to chapter 87

of ITC (HS) of FTP 2015-2020, both the importers started the above fraudulent

modus operandi deliberately as evident from their behavior of bifurcating the import

of said CKD kits into two and importing in the name of two IECs to mislead the

Customs department and to bypass the provisions of Interpretations of Rule 2(a) of

General rules of interpretation for Import Tariff. Thus, it appeared that M/s. BBTPL

and M/s. BBTC knowingly or intentionally made, signed or used false declaration,

statement or document which appeared to be false or incorrect in material particular,

in the transaction of above import business for the purposes of the Customs Act in

the Bills of Entry filed by them before the Indian Customs. By their acts of omission

and commission it appeared that they have rendered the goods imported by them

under the above referred 04 Bills of Entry mentioned in Table- 1 above liable for

confiscation under Section 111(d) & Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962.

Further, they appear to have rendered themselves liable for penalty under the

provisions of Section LL2 or Section 114A and Section 114AA of the Customs Act,

t962.

2A.4.2O In view of the above findings, it appeared that both the importers have

violated Section L7 of the Customs Act, 1962, in as much as they had not made

proper assessment of the goods imported by them vide Bills of Entry for the purpose

of evading Customs Duties. Further, both the importers have violated Foreign Trade

Policy 2OL5-2O in as much they have engaged themselves in import of restricted

goods, at ICD Khodiyar. I find that both the importers have knowingly and

intentionally declared, mentioned and used the tariff classification for goods which

is false and incorrect in material particulars, in the transaction of business for the

purpose. The importers have imported the mis-declared and misclassified the goods

and hence made the said goods liable for confiscation under Section 111(d) & 111(m)

of the Customs Act, 1962 read in conjunction with Section 1 1(3) of the Customs Act.

2A.4.2L I further find that in terms of Section 46(41of the said Act, the importers

were required to make declaration as regards the truth of contents of the Bill of

Entry submitted for assessment of Customs duty but they have contravened the

provisions of Section a6$l in as much as they have mis-declared and misclassified

the goods imported knowingly and intentionally to evade payment of Customs duty.

Accordingly, both the importers have made willful mis-statement about the goods

imported. I also find that the importer have mis-declared goods imported under said

04 bills of entry and which were found misdeclared and misclassified on
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examination therefore seized under panchnama proceedings and subsequently

released on furnishing of Bond and Bank Guarantee. Thus, they have violated

provisions of Section a6$l of the said Act. All these acts on the part of the importer

have rendered the said imported goods liable to confiscation under Section 111(d)

and Section 111(m) of the said Act.

24.5 It has been contended that claiming a different classilication does not

make the goods liable to confiscation and have relied on various case laws as listed

in their replies. I have gone through the case laws cited by the Noticees and find that

ttre crux of the matter in all the said cases is that the goods have not been described

wrongly and the element of malafide intention is missing in all the cases. The very

fact that the goods have been declared by the importers under a general Sub-heading

indicates that the element of mis-statement has come into play. Thus, I find that the

wrong classification is attributable to wilful mis-statement and suppression of

material facts regarding the correct description of the goods under consideration by

the importers. Therefore, the ratio of the case laws cited by them is not applicable to

the facts of the case at hand and the goods under consideration fall within the

mischief of Section 111(d) and Section 111(m) of the Customs Act and are liable to

confiscation.

28.6 It has been contended that the demand was not sustainable and as such

no penalty was imposable. However, I frnd no force in the contentions of the importer

in as much as the above discussions amply demonstrate that the demand is

sustainable. Resultantly, the case laws cited by them do not come to their rescue.

The goods under consideration have been wrongly classified by the importers by

resorting to wilful mis-declaration and mis-classification and suppression of material

facts regarding the correct description of the goods. In such circumstances, it cannot

be said that the issue involved pertains to matter of interpretation and as such the

submissions of the importer are not tenable.

2A.7 Further, the case laws relied upon by the said importer have different

facts than the facts involved in the present case and hence are not applicable in the

circumstance of the present case.

2a.A The Importers have tailed to discharge the statutory obligation cast on

tlrem under the provisions of the Customs Act, L962; it was only known after the

TOOo/o examination of the goods was carried out by the examiner. Thus, the

importers had not declared correct description of the goods and hence thereby

misclassified the goods for the purpose of short payment of customs duty as well as

to circumvent the port restriction effective on the goods and thereby minimize their

duty liabilities and import of restricted goods.

28.9 Thus, there is a deliberate attempt on part of the importers to withhold

essential material information from the department about the imported goods and
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value thereof. All these material information have been concealed from the

department deliberately, consciously and purposefully so as to evade pa5rment of

applicable customs duty. Therefore, in this case, all essential ingredients exist to

invoke the extended period in terms of Section 28 (a) of Customs Act, 1962, to

demand the applicable Customs duty not paid by them and to appropriate the

Customs duty paid.

2A.LO Further, 'self-assessment' system has been introduced in respect of

Customs clearance of imported goods under Section 17 of Customs Act, 1962, with

effect from 8-4-2OLl and sub-rule (a) ibid provides that:

(4) Where it is found on ueification, examination or testing of the goods or

otheru.tise that the sefassessment is not done correctlg, the Proper Officer frclA,

utithout prejudice to any other action which mag be taken under this Act, re-assess

the dutg leuiable on such goods.

28.LL Thus, it was the responsibility of the importers, under self-assessment

system, to declare the correct facts in regard to the imported goods and classify them

under appropriate description. As it was obviously mis-declaration on the part of

the importers, the goods were, therefore, considered to be liable for confiscation

under Section 111(d) and Section 111(m) of Customs Act, 1962.

2A.L2 I find that it is the responsibility of the importers to correctly classify,

determine and pay the duty applicable in respect of the imported goods. Baba

Baidhnath has subscribed to a declaration as to the truthfulness of the contents of

the Bills of Entry in terms of Section 46(41of the Customs Act, L962 and by above

omission and commission, ttrey have violated provisions of Section 46(4) also.

Section 114AA of the said Act reads as under :-

" 1 14AA. Penaltg for use of false and incorrect mateial.-If a person knowinglg

or intentionally makes, slgns or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used,

any declaration, statement or doqtment uthich i.s false or incorrect in any

material partianlar, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of thi"s

Act, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fiue times the ualue of goods."

2A.Lg I find that the importer Baba Baidhnath has deliberately and knowingly

mis- declared and mis-classified the goods imported which they were not allowed to

do so. Thus, he has rendered himself liable for penal action as provided in Section

114AA of the said Act.

29.L The said SCN also proposes imposition of penalty under Section Ll2 of

the Customs Act, 7962 on the said importers M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL. Further,

the said importers M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL are also liable for penalty under the

provisions of Section 114A of the Customs Act, L962, in as much as they have

attempted to evade Customs Duty payable by them on the goods imported under

Bills of Entry as detailed in Table-l to the said SCN, by reason of wilful mis-
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classification and mis-declaration of the goods. Section Ll4A of the Customs Act,

1962 provides for penalty for short levy or non-levy of Duty in certain cases.

"u)here th.e Duty has not been leuied or has been short leuied or the interest has not

been charged or paid or has been part paid or the httA or interest has been

erroneouslg refunded bg reason of collusion or anA utilful mis-statement or

sttppression of facts, th.e person who i,s liable to pag the Dutg or interest, as the case

mag be as amended under section 28 shall also be liable to pay a penalty equal t9

the Dttg or interest so determined".

29.2 In the captioned case, the mis-declaration of description of the

imported goods and misclassification of said goods was intentionally done by both

the said importers to evade payment of due customs Duty, the said act of the said

importers Baba Baidhnath and Big Bull made goods liable to confiscation under

Section 111(d) and Section 111(m) of the CustomsAct. I therefore hold them liable

to penalty under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 as short payment of Duty

was on account of/due to reason of willful mis- declaration and misclassification or

suppression of facts on the part of the said Importer.

29.3 The Show Cause Notice proposes imposition of penalty under Section

ll2 of the Customs Act, L962 also on said importers M/s. Baba Baidhnath and Big

Bull. In this regard, it is to mention that the Sth proviso to section 114A of thg

customs Act, 1962 provides that penalty under Section 112 shall not be levied if
penalty under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 has been imposed and the

same reads as under:

"Prouided also that uthere anA penalty has been leuied under this Section, no penaltg

shall be leuied under Section 112 or Section 7 74."

In the instant case, I have already found that the importers M/s.. Baba

Baidhnath and Big Bull are liable to penalty under Section 1 14A of the customs Act,

1962 and therefore penalty under Section 112 is not imposable in terms of the 5tr,

proviso to section 114A of the customs Act, 1962.

29.4 The said importers have contended that since as explained above there

had been no collusion, wilful mis-statement, suppression of facts or false

declaration, no penalty can be imposed under Section 114A and Section 114AA of

the Customs Act, 1962. Further, since the goods were not liable to confiscation

under Section 1 1 1(d) and Section 1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act 1962, no penalty could

be imposed under Section 114A and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962

In this regard, I find that willful mis-misdeclaration and mis

classification and suppression of facts on the part of the said importer, the aspect

of the liability for confiscation of the imported goods, imposition of penalties on the

said importer have already been discussed in detail in the foregoing paras. I,
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therefore find that none of the aforementioned contentions are applicable in the

present case.

30.1. Now, I discuss Penal provision invoked against Shri Dipak Gupta, Director

of M/s. BBTPL. I find that Shri Dipak Gupta, as director of M/s. BBTPL was

responsible for managing the imports, manufacturing and sales of company and

legal compliances to be made by his company. Thus, it was incumbent upon him to

have correctly described the goods and ascertain the admissibility of the exemption

Notification. It is evident from the Bills of Lading and Country of Origin Certificates

that the supplier/exporter M/s Wuxi Tenghui Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd, China had

supplied e-scooter parts to M/s. BBTPL by correctly classifying the goods under HS

Code 87L19O91 attracting higher BCD. Shri Dipak Gupta was aware of the

provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and fully aware of the goods being imported

and could have easily declared the correct classification of the goods imported by

M/s. BBTPL under CTH 8711. However, he has indulged in the fraudulent import,

mis-declaration and mis-classification of the goods under CTH 87141090, to pay

lower Customs duty, thereby resulting in evasion of Customs Duty and imported

restricted goods at ICD Khodiyar. And for his acts of omission and commission

rendered the goods imported under Bills of Entry mentioned in Table- 1 to the said

SCN liable for confiscation under Section 111 (d) and Section 111 (m) of the Customs

Act, 1962. Consequently, Shri Dipak Gupta, has rendered himself liable for penalty

under the provisions of Section IL2(a) and Section 114 AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

3O.2. Now, I discuss Penal provision invoked against Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw

Director of M/s. BBTPL. I find that Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, is common person

for both the importer M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL. Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw as a.

sole Proprietor of M/s. BBTC was responsible for all the activities as well as legal

compliances to be made by his firm M/s. BBTC. Further, as a director of M/s. BBTPL

he is well aware about the imports, manufacturing and sales of company of his

company. Investigation revealed that he was well aware about the imports made

under above referred Bills of Entry. He vide his letter dated 06|02/2022

categorically submitted that they have imported the goods to supply to M/s. BBTPL

and same has been also categorically admitted by Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw,

Proprietor of M/s. BBTC in both his statements, that they have imported spare parts

of e-vehicles at ICD l(hodiyar to supply to M/s BBTPL only; that M/s BBTPL is their

only customer for spare parts of e-bike, wherein he is one of the Director of the

company. He in the capacity of common person of both the import firms placed the

order to a common supplier to export the goods/E-Bike in CKD form in the name of

M/s. BBTC and M/s. BBTPL. He was instrumental in importing the parts of E-

scooter/E-bike imported in CKD form by declaring the same as the parts of E-

scooter/E-bike in name of two importers deliberately to deceive the customs
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authorities in a fraudulent manner. It is evident from the Bills of Lading and

Country of Origin Certificates that the supplier/exporter M/s Wuxi Tenghui Electric

Vehicles Co. Ltd, China had supplied e-scooter parts to M/s. BBTPL by correctly

classifying the goods under HS Code 87119091 attracting higher BCD. He was

aware of the provisions of the Customs Act,1962 as well and fully aware of the goods

being imported and could have easily declared the correct classification of the goods

imported by them under CTH 871 1. However, he has mis-classified the goods under

CTH 87141090, to pay lower Customs duty, thereby resulting in evasion of Customs

Duty. Shri Dipak Kumar Shaw,, as a director of M/s. BBTPL was a-lso responsible

for managing the imports, sales and legal compliances to be made by his company.

His acts of omission and commission, he has rendered the goods imported under

Bills of Entry mentioned in Tabte-l to the said SCN liable for confiscation under

Section 111 (d) and Section 111 (m) of the Customs Act, L962 and consequently, he

has rendered himself liable for penalty under Section LL2(al of the Customs Act,

L962 and Section 114AA of the Customs Act, L962.

3O.3. I find that tJ:e importers have raised contentions that in the show cause

notice the classification has been disputed by taking resort to Rule 2(al of General

Rules of Interpretation for Import Tariff in relation to the import of parts by them

and as well import by Big Bull Trader Rrt. Ltd. Import by two separate firms having

separate entity has sought to be combined together for the purpose of raising legal

fiction so created by Rule 2(al of General Rules of Import Tariff. The said contention

is not acceptable to me as it has already been discussed in preceeding paras that

investigation revealed the fact that to evade Customs duty and also to avoid various

conditions of licensing notes to chapter 87 of ITC (HS) of FTP 2OL5-2O20, both the

importers started the above fraudulent modus operandi deliberately as evident from

their behavior of bifurcating the import of said CKD kits into two and importing in

the name of two IECs to mislead the Customs department and to bypass the

provisions of Interpretations of Rule 2(al of General rules of interpretation for Import

Tariff. Accordingly, they had placed the order to the common supplier to export the

goods/E-Bike in CKD form in the narne of two exporters. Further, it appeared that

the E-scooter/E-bike was imported in CKD form by declaring as the parts of E-

scooter/E-bike in name of two importers deliberately to deceive the customs

authorities in a fraudulent manner. Therefore, various case laws cited by the

importers in this regard is not applicable in the present case.

31. In view of the foregoing discussions and findings, I pass the following order

-: ORDER:-

In respect of importer M/s. Baba Baidhnath Tradine Co.
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I hereby reject the classilication of the goods imported and declared

under C.T.H. 87 L41090 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 by M/s. Baba

Baidhnath Trading Co. vide Bill of Entry No. 6093409 dated

OI / lL l2O1 1 and Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated 04 / L2 12021 through

ICD Khodiyar, Customs Ahmedabad. I confirm the classification of the

goods imported by M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. vide Bill of Entry

No. 6093409 dated OL/17/2O11 and Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated

04 I 12 /2O2 1 under Customs Tariff Heading No. 87 116020 of the First

Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. I confirm the Customs duty

amounting to Rs. 52,O1,7I71- (Rupees Fifty Two Lakh One Thousand

Seven Hundred and Seventeen Only) and order that Bills of Entry No.

6093409 dated OLILI/2011 and 6537603 dated 04/12/2021 be re-

assessed and Customs Duty amount payable be re-assessed and

determined at Rs. 52,OI,7171- (Rupees Fifty Two Lakh One Thousand

Seven Hundred and Seventeen Only) accordingly.

I hold that the imported goods covered under vide Bill of Entry No.

6093409 dated OL/LL/2OLL and Bill of Entry No. 6537603 dated

04l12l2O21 having total assessable value of Rs. 82,89,588/- (Rupees

Eighty Two Lakh Eighty Nine Thousand Five Hundred and Eighty Eight

only) are liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(d)

and Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962, and hence, I order

confiscation of the goods. I impose Redemption Fine of Rs. 8,00,000/-

(Rupees Eight Lakh only) in lieu of confiscation under Section 125(1) of

the Customs Act, 1962,

I appropriate the Customs Duty amount of Rs. 35,78,L251- (Rupees

Thirty Five Lakhs Seventy Eight Thousand One Hundred and Twenty

Five OnIy) already paid by them against the Customs Duty liability

shown at S1. No. (i) above.

I order to recovery of Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs.

16,23,5921- (Rupees Sixteen Lakh Twenty Three Thousand Five

Hundred and Ninety Two Only) [i.e. Rs. 52,O1,7I7 l- custom duty

determined as per Sl.No. (i) above minus(-) Rs. 35,78,1251- custom

duty appropriated as per Sl.No. (iii) above] on the said goods valued at

Rs. 82,89,588/- imported and cleared vide Bills of Entry No. 6093409

dated OL / LI /20 I 1 and 6537603 dated 04 / L2l2O2I by the importer

M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. under Section 28(4l'of the Custom

Act, 1962.
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I order to recover the interest at an appropriate rate as applicable, on

the Customs duty confirmed at (iv) above to be recovered from the

importer M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. under Section 28AA of the

Customs Act, 1962,

I impose a penalty of Rs. 52,OL,7|U - (Rupees Fifty Two Lakh One

Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventeen Only) plus penalty equal to

the applicable interest under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962

payable on the Duty demanded and confirmed above on the importer

M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. under Section 114A of the Customs

Act, 1962. However, in view of the first and second proviso to Section

lL4A of the Customs Act, L962, if the amount of Customs Duty

confirmed and interest thereon is paid within a period of thirty days

from the date of the communication of this Order, the penalty shall be

twenty five percent of the Duty, subject to the condition tJlat the

amount of such reduced penalty is also paid within the said period of

thirty days.

I impose a penalty of Rs. 5,OO,0OO/-(Rupees Five Lakh Only) on the

importer M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. under Section 114AA of

the Customs Act, 1962.

I refrain from imposing any penalty on the importer M/s. Baba

Baidhnath Trading Co. under Section ll2 of the Customs Act, 1962 for

tJre reasons discussed at 29.3 above;

I also order that the Bonds executed by them and relevant Bank

Guarantee referred above executed at the time of provisional release

of seized goods, should be encashed and enforced for recovery of

drty, fine and interest etc.

In respect of importer M/s. Bie Bull Trader Rrt Ltd

(i) I hereby reject the classification of the goods imported and declared

under C.T.H. 87141090 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 by M/s. Big

Bull Trader Private Limited vide Bill of Entry No. 6120723 dated

03/ll/2021 and Bill of Entry No. 6123033 dated O3l17/2021
tJrrough ICD Khodiyar, Customs Ahmedabad. I confirm the

classification of the goods imported by M/s. Big Bull Trader Private

Limited vide Bill of Entry No. 6 720723 dated 03l 1l /2021 and Bill

of Entry No. 6123033 dated O3lll/2021 under Customs Tariff

Heading No. 87 LL6O2O of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff

Act, 7975. I confirm the Customs duty amounting to Rs.

3L.2
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52,42,892/- (Rupees Fifty Two Lakh Forty Two Thousand Eight

Hundred and Ninety Two Only) and order that Bills of Entry No.

6120723 and 6123033 both dated 03/ lI /2021 be re-assessed and

Customs Duty amount payable be re-assessed and determined at

Rs. 52,42,8921- (Rupees Fifty Two Lakh Forty Two Thousand Eight

Hundred and Ninety Two Only) accordingly.

(ii) I hold that the imported goods covered under vide Bill of Entry No.

6720723 dated 03/IL/2021 and Bill of Entry No. 6123033 dated

O3llll2o21 having total assessable value of Rs. 83,55,206/-

(Rupees Eighty Three Lakh Fifty Five Thousand TWo Hundred and

Six only) are liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section

111(d) and Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, L962, and hence, I

order confiscation of the goods. I impose Redemption Fine of Rs.

8,00,000/-(Rupees Eight Lakh only) in lieu of confiscation under

Section 125(1) of the Customs Act, L962,

(iii) I appropriate the Customs Duty amount of Rs. 40,98,591/- (Rupees

Forty Lakh Ninety Eight Thousand Five Hundred and Ninety One

only) already paid by them against the Customs Duty liability shown

at Sl. No. (i) above.

(i") I order to recovery of Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs.

lL,44,3OIl- (Rupees Eleven Lakh Forty Four Thousand Three

Hundred and One Only) [i.e. Rs. 52,42,892/- custom duty

determined as per Sl.No. (i) above minus(-) Rs. 40,98 ,591l- custom

duty appropriated as per S1.No. (iii) above] on the said goods valued

at Rs. 83,55,206/- imported and cleared vide Bills of Entry No.

6720723 dated O3ILL 12021 and 6L23O33 dated 03/ 1L/2O21 by

the importer M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited under Section

28(4l'of the Custom Act, 1962.

(v) I order to recover the interest at an appropriate rate as applicable,

on the Customs duty confirmed at (iv) above to be recovered from

the importer M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited under Section

28AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

(vi) I impose a penalty of Rs. 52,42,892/- (Rupees Fifty Two Lakh Forty

TWo Thousand Eight Hundred and Ninety Two Only) plus penalty

equal to the applicable interest under Section 28AA of the Customs

Act, 1962 payable on the Duty demanded and confirmed above on

the importer M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited under Section

114A of the Customs Act, 1962. However, in view of the first and

second proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962, if the
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amount of Customs Duty confirmed and interest thereon is paid

within a period of thirty days from the date of the communication of

this Order, the penalty shall be twenty five percent of the Duty,

subject to the condition that the amount of such reduced penalty is

also paid within the said period of thirty days.

(vii) I refrain from imposing any penalty on the importer M/s. Big Bull

Trader Private Limited under Section ll2 of the Customs Act, 1962

for the reasons discussed at 29.3 above;

(viii) I also order that the Bonds executed by them and relevant Bank

Guarantee referred above executed at the time of provisional

release of seized goods, should be encashed and enforced for

recovery of duty, fine and interest etc.

31.3 In respect of the Noticees Shri Dipak Kumar Shaw and Shri Dipak Gupta both

Directors of M/s. Bis Bull Trader Rrt Ltd

(i) I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,OO,OOO/-(Rupees Two Lakh only) on

Shri. Dipak Gupta, Director of M/s. Big Bull Trader Private

Limited under Section ll2(a) (i) & (ii) of the Customs Act, 1962.

However, in view of the proviso to Section 112(ii) of the Customs

Act, 1962, if the amount of Customs Duty confirmed and interest

thereon is paid within a period of thirty days from the date of the

communication of this Order, the penalty shall be twenty'five

percent of the penalty determined above;

(ii) I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,OO,OOOl-(Rupees Two Lakh only) on

Shri. Dipak Gupta, Director of M/s. Big Bull Trader Private

Limited under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962;

(iii) I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,OO,OOO/-(Rupees Two Lakh only) on

Shri. Deepak Kumar Shaw, Director of Mls. Big Bull Trader

Private Limited under Section ll2(a (i) & (ii) of the Customs Act,

1962. However, in view of the proviso to Section 112(ii) of the

Customs Act, 1962, if the amount of Customs Duty confirmed

and interest thereon is paid within a period of thirty days from

the date of the communication of this Order, the penalty shall be

twenty five percent of the penalty determined above;

(iv) I impose a penalty of Rs. 2,OO,OOO/-(Rupees Two Lakh Lakhs only)

on Shri. Deepak Kumar Shaw, Director of M/s. Big Bull Trader

Private Limited under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 7962;
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32. This Order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may be taken

under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and rules /regulations framed

thereunder or any other law for the time being in force in the Republic of India.

33. The Show Cause Notice bearing No. CUS/SIIB/INT/I99/2021- Prev. dated

29.O4.2O22 stands disposed of in above terms.

!
4u3
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DIN: 2O23O27 1MNOOOO5O4855

(VISHAL MALANI)

Additional Commissioner,

Customs, Ahmedabad

Dated: 22.02.2023

Bv Speed Post A.D./E-mail /Hand Delivenr/Throush Notice Eoard

M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co., 20, Round Tank Lane, Shantiniketan

Apartment, Howrah, West Bengal-71 1 101

M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited, Shantiniketan Apartment, 20, Round

Tank Lane, Howrah, West Bengal-7l1101

Shri Dipak Gupta, Director, M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited,

Shantiniketan Apartment, 20, Round Tank Lane, Howrah, West Bengal-

711101

Shri Deepak Kumar Shaw, Proprietor, M/s. Baba Baidhnath Trading Co. and

Director, M/s. Big Bull Trader Private Limited, 20, Round Tank Lane, Howrah,

West Bengal-711101

Copy to :

(i) The Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.

{Kind Attn. The Assistant Commissioner (RRA), Customs, Ahmedabad}

The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, ICD-Khodiyar, Ahmedabad.

The Deputy Commissioner, Customs (Task Force), Ahmedabad.

The System-In-charge, Customs HQ, Ahmedabad for uploading on the official

web-site.

Guard File.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

2

3

4
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